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Abstract 
Peeking into local phone shops, one is easily glared by the fashion, functionality and 
diversity of mobiles that are available. Stimulated by the convenience and mobility of 
wireless applications, defined under various standards and protocols, and usually 
operating in different bands, both handheld devices and base stations, besides 
functionality, need to concurrently trim in size. One of the suggested plans is to make 
use of multi-band RF front-ends, which, on the other hand, poses stringent challenge 
for investigators to maintain the same level of circuit performance while inserting 
additional bands of operation. 
Multi-band RF front-ends and their proposed architectures are viable only when their 
corresponding blocks are made available multi-band. In short, we need antennas, 
filters, power dividers, couplers and even LNAs that support dual-, tri- and maybe 
quad-bands. In this work, two of such microwave circuits have been investigated, 
namely, filters and power dividers. For convenience, they have been realized with 
micro-strip lines. 
Conventional multi-band filters have been realized with variety of coupled-lines, 
stubs, SIRs, hairpins, folded open loops, etc. Little attention, however, has been paid 
to upper stop-band harmonic suppressions. Tri-band filters are also rare examples in 
publications. For this sake, a dual-band filter has been studied to extend the upper 
stop-band suppression from 2.5 GHz to up to almost 8 GHz. A tri-band filter has also 
been investigated to prove the possibility for multi-band filters which, at the same 
time, widens the horizons of various applications. Both filters feature simple, compact 
structure, with low loss, and freedom for bandwidth tuning. 
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Abstract 
Dual-band power dividers are important elements for phased antenna arrays, 
amplifiers, frequency synthesizers, and more. Conventional topologies either give 
poor power combining characteristic or relies on lumped reactive elements. Two new 
topologies have been developed, and demonstrated ideal characteristics without the 
use of any reactive elements, and feature low loss, made-ready closed form solutions, 
flexible layout, enlarged bandwidth, and compact size. 
For the purpose of verification, all circuits have been fabricated on Duroid, measured 
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1.1 EMERGENCE OF MULTIBAND MICROWAVE CIRCUITS 
This is an Information Age. The creation, processing, storage and delivery of 
knowledge, since the Internet boom, have dominated the technical market for the last 
decade. Being characterized by the overload of data communications, 
telecommunications, entertainment, broadcasting, cashless commerce and advertising, 
the trend is asking for wireless services, with high data rate, and that could with 
everything converged into a single device, such that they provide low cost, small size, 
portability, and convenience. 
Wireless systems, in addition to conventional cellular systems, are on the emergence. 
Proximity radios, like Bluetooth and RFID technologies, wireless local area network 
radios, such as IEEE802.1 la/b/g, and receivers for geographical positioning and 
broadcasting are all getting popular. Multiband microwave devices are expected to 
gain even more concentration for research and for applications, which highlights the 
motivation behind this work. 
Conventional receiver architectures, like the superheterodyne and direct conversion, 
aims to deliver narrow-band operation at a single frequency. Earlier modifications for 
multiband services tried to switch between different bands to receive one band at a 
time [1 ,2 ] . These act as the early work around for dual-band transceivers. To 
genuinely attain simultaneous operation at various frequency bands, such as for 
wireless LAN, Bluetooth and GPS, multiple independent signal paths are physically 
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put together. [3] However, the obvious cost is in size and power dissipation. With the 
availability of dual-and even multiband designs in the receiver blocks, concurrent 
multiband receiver architectures are coming to surface. Figure 1.1 illustrates one of 
such dual-band receiver architectures [4]. It necessarily requires dual-band antennas, 
filters and LNAs. 
Dua 卜 Band (b) 
Antenna \ Amplification / " ^ a A ' 
L j s b ^ m 衝 ： 
Filter Dual-Band 4 . / ，r 十 
Figure 1.1 Architecture of a concurrent dual-band receiver [4] 
The same theory applies to transmitters alike. In this case, power amplifiers, for 
example, can be made dual- or multiband with the help of dual-band power dividers. 
Conventionally the strong isolation property that exists in single-band Wilkinson 
power dividers help to minimize unwanted coupling between active devices, and 
eliminate unwanted distortion and oscillation. By properly designing these dual-band 
dividers, they become excellent participating candidates for multiband transmitters. 
Furthermore, power dividers are also helpful elements in balanced mixers, frequency 
multipliers and designs of phased antenna array. 
1.2 ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTION 
This research has provided four original topologies to design and implement dual-
band microwave filters and power dividers with significant improvements in 
frequency response and design flexibility: 
2 
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1) Dual-band Filter with Wide Upper Stop-band 
V Compact size and planar structure 
^ Dual-band operation with controllable bandwidth 
Z Very wide upper stop-band with low spurious 
V Low insertion loss 
2) Tri-band Filter 
V Simple and compact structure 
Z Filter construction with realistic and low impedance ratio 
Z Low insertion loss 
Z Simple searching method for optimum impedance and bandwidth trade-off 
3) Dual-band Power Divider - Design I 
^ Ideal power divider characteristics. 
7 Closed-form solutions 
7 Flexible layout 
Z Transmission zero for unwanted signal suppression 
Z Construction with realistic and low impedance ratio 
Z Low loss 
4) Dual-band Power Divider - Design II 
7 Ideal power divider characteristics 
^ Closed-form solutions 
V Wide operating bandwidth (> 10%) 
V Large operating frequency ratio 
Z Construction with realistic and low impedance ratio 
V Low loss 
1.3 OVERVIEW OF THE THESIS ORGANIZATION 
This thesis focuses on the work of advanced microwave circuit devices for multiband 
applications, especially in filter and power dividers. It is divided into eight chapters. 
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The first chapter begins with a brief introduction to the emergence of multiband 
devices for modern communication systems, followed by a list of original 
contributions from these four designs, and an overview of this thesis, before it 
concludes with a statement of the necessary assumptions and limitations that have 
been made throughout. 
Chapter 2 is a revision of the fundamentals of filters and power dividers operating in 
single-band, its principles, transfer functions, elements, derivation with even-odd 
modes, and some conventional design topologies and criteria to look for. 
In Chapter 3 it summarizes in the first part some recent approaches to multiband 
filters, including the simple cascade filter, filters using step-impedance resonators, 
coupled-lines, stubs, and some stop-band suppression techniques for single-bands. In 
the second half, three general dual-band power divider designs are compared and their 
approaches discussed. It also presents the evolution of dual-band power dividers since 
Wilkinson. 
Chapter 4 describes a new design topology for dual-band filters with wide upper stop-
band. Design equations are derived. An optimization procedure is programmed to 
trade-off the line impedance and bandwidth. Ideal simulations have been carried out 
to verify the correctness and bandwidth of the filter design. Electromagnetic (EM) 
simulations have been carried out to tackle the effects from the junction and the steps. 
A dual-band filter was fabricated on Duroid and measured. Frequency response shows 
good agreement between mathematics and reality. 
Chapter 5 describes a new design for tri-band filters. It goes through all design 
procedures from resonator elements to dual-band coupling sections with mathematics 
and also introduces a program to optimize its tuning parameters to trade-off 
impedance and bandwidth. Design equations are derived and verified with ideal 
simulation. Fabrication and measurement of frequency response of the filter is shown 
step by step. 
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Chapter 6 discusses the design of a dual-band power divider evolution from previous 
single- and dual-band designs. Design and analysis based on even-odd mode has been 
detailed. Simulation and measurement results are presented in chronological order. 
Chapter 7 has revisited the design by Cohn in 1968 and modified its circuit structure 
to cope with dual-band applications. Derivation of equations has been derived 
explicitly with verifications using ideal and measured frequency responses. This 
design has structurally inherited the original wide bandwidth property from the multi-
section topology. 
Chapter 8 is a summary of the pros and cons of the four designs previously designed 
on multiband filters and power dividers. It leads to suggestions for future work and a 
conclusion of the whole thesis. 
1.4 RESEARCH APPROACH, ASSUMPTIONS AND 
LIMITATIONS 
This research focuses in the design and implementation of microwave passive circuits 
to achieve better performance for multiband applications. It aims at the rigorous 
formulation and analysis based on transmission line theory, filters basics, step-
impedance resonators, and is carefully verified with ADS microstrip models and 
Electromagnetic (EM) Simulation. Every design is prototyped for measurement of 
frequency responses and compared with their ideal and EM simulations. 
For the sake of ease, convenience, low-cost and speed of a quick design cycle, designs 
are verified with the implementation on microstrip lines. A Duroid substrate with 
dielectric constant of 3.38 and height of 0.813 mm is usually employed for the 
prototype by means of etching in a dark room. Two to three samples are fabricated for 
each design and it shows satisfactory accuracy for line impedances lying in the range 
of 10 to 100 Q.. The measurement results plotted in this thesis represents one of the 
single prototyped design samples and is not an averaged value. 
The device design equations are derived and formulated based on the assumption of 
loss-less transmission line theory. Anything that is not accounted in this theory is 
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likely to introduce discrepancies to the resultant prototype. Capacitive and inductive 
effects introduced from junction and discontinuities are compensated by adjusting and 
tuning the lengths of the strip-lines, done mainly in the EM simulation level. For 
short-circuited stubs in filter designs, an extra 1 mm length is reduced to account for 
the thickness of the via hole drill. Demonstrations show that these assumptions have 
been reasonably accurate for the technology used. 
Distributed designs are aimed in all designs of consideration, except for the need of 
isolation resistors in conventional power dividers. The inclusion of discrete reactive 
elements is kept to a lowest priority consideration because they deliver uncertainties 
in higher frequency operations that need more tedious tuning efforts. Planar structures 
are, therefore, strongly considered for low loss, compact design, ease of 
implementation and inexpensiveness. 
Further miniaturization can be achieved with LTCC implementation, for example. 
In filter design the low-pass prototype is usually the fundamental for lower frequency 
designs. For higher frequencies, as in microwave ranges, the image parameter method 
is usually employed. It provides cutoff frequencies and attenuation characteristics by 
means of two-port network cascades, but produces no specific frequency response in 
specific ranges. It is easy to do but at the same time it needs more iteration. Another 
way is by the insertion loss method, which begins with normalized low-pass filter 
prototypes and synthesizes with explicit frequency responses. These methods need to 
further undergo transformations from lumped elements to distributed ones by 
Richard's transformation and Kuroda identities. In this research, however, the 
approach is based on the results of some previous research works [5,6,7]. Therefrom, 
some low-order configuration filters are considered and the specific frequency and 
attenuation characteristics of the filter are rigorously derived from sketch. 
In power divider designs, the conventional approach to even-odd mode analysis is 
applied to bisect the circuit into two halves. The non-ideal effect of the resistors has 
been investigated through simulations in Advanced Design Systems (ADS) with 
manufacturer models. Reactive elements are avoided to a maximum extend. 
6 
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Fundamentals in Filter and Power 
Divider Design 
This chapter describes the fundamental concepts and theories that are necessary for 
the analysis, design and understanding of the later chapters. It is divided in two sub-
sections: one is on filters; the other one is on power dividers. Topics on filters include 
their transfer functions, low-pass prototype filters and elements, and single and dual-
band admittance inverters. In the second sub-section, topics on power dividers go 
through the chronological development from Wilkinson power dividers to multi-
sections to power dividers with unequal power split. 
2.1 FILTER 
2.1.1 Introduction to Filters 
The ideal filter is a network that provides perfect transmission at certain frequency 
bands and infinite attenuation in the stop-bands. Such ideal characteristics can only be 
realized within some acceptable tolerance. Filters are used in all frequency ranges to 
provide as perfect transmission as possible for signals falling within desired pass-band 
frequency ranges, together with rejection of those signals and noise outside the 
desired frequency bands. They fall into three main categories: 
1) Low-pass filters, that transmit all signals between zero frequency to an upper 
limit fc and attenuate all frequencies above this cutoff frequency 
2) High-pass filters, pass all frequencies above a lower cutoff frequency fc and 
reject all below it 
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3) Band-pass filters, pass all frequencies in a range frequency fi to £2 and reject 
all outside this region 
At low frequencies the building blocks for filters are ideal inductors and capacitors. 
These elements have very simple frequency characteristics, and a very general and 
complete synthesis procedure has been developed for the design of filters utilizing 
them. 
The filter design problem at microwave frequencies is more complicated, and no 
complete theory or synthesis procedure exists. The case of narrowband filters is 
particularly straightforward since many microwave elements essentially contain the 
characteristics of ideal capacitors and inductors over a narrow frequency range. In this 
case a low-frequency prototype filter may be used as a model. By simply replacing its 
capacitors and inductors with these microwave elements, microwave filters can be 
realized. 
Mainly two low-frequency filter-synthesis techniques are in common: the image-
parameter method and the insertion-loss method. The image-parameter method 
provides a filter design having the required pass-band and stop-band characteristics, 
but does not specify the exact frequency characteristics over each region. The 
insertion loss method begins with a complete specification of a physically realizable 
frequency characteristic, and from this a suitable filter network is synthesized. 
2.1.2 Transfer Function 
The transfer function of a two-port filter network is a mathematical description of 
network response characteristics, namely, a mathematical expression of S21. An 
amplitude-squared transfer function for a lossless passive filter network is defined as: 
丨 綱 丨 ( 2 . 1 ) 
where 8 is a ripple constant, represents a filtering or characteristic function, and 
Q is a frequency variable. 
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For linear, time-invariant networks, the transfer function may be defined as a rational 
function: 
= M (2.2) 
21 D{p) 
where N(p) and D(p) are polynomials in a complex frequency variable p = a + j 
For a given transfer function of equation (2.1), the insertion loss response of the filter 
can be computed by: 
LJQ) 二 l O l o g — — 5 ^ dB (2.3) 
I^V 仰 I 
Since |Siip + IS21P - 1 for a lossless, passive two-port network, the return loss 
response of the filter can be found using: 
= mog[\-\S,,ijQf\dB (2.4) 
The (a, Q.) plane, where a rational functions is defined, is called the complex plane. 
The horizontal axis of this plane is called the real axis, and the vertical axis is called 
the imaginary axis. The values of p when the function becomes zero are named the 
zero of the function, and poles when the function equals infinity. Therefore, the zeros 
of S2i(p) are the roots of the numerator N(p) and the poles of S2i(p) are the roots of 
denominator D(p). 
These poles will be the natural frequencies of the filter whose response is described 
by S2i(p). For the filter to be stable, the natural frequencies must lie in the left half of 
the complex plane, or on the imaginary axis. 
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A Butterworth (maximally flat) filter has an amplitude-squared transfer function that 
has an insertion loss La = 3 dB at the cutoff frequency = 1: 
丨 ⑷ ) 2 = ( 2 . 5 ) 21 w ) I + Q2" 
where n is the order of the filter, corresponding to the number of reactive elements 
required in the low-pass prototype filter. 
A Chebyshev filter exhibits equal-ripple pass-band and maximally flat stop-band. Its 
amplitude-squared transfer function is given by: 
丨 C / Q ) 2 = — — r ^ ( 2 . 6 ) 
where the ripple constant e is related to a given pass-band ripple La in dB by: 
f = VlO'° -1 (2.7) 
And is a Chebyshev function of the first kind of order n, defined as: 
|cos(«cos"' q ) |Q| < 1 
T"仰 _ |cosh(/7Cosh-' q) > 1 
An Elliptic filter has equal ripple in both the pass-band and the stop-band. The 
transfer function can be found as: 
丨 綱 ( 2 . 9 ) 
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‘ "/2 . � 
M "Z2 for n even 
with F„iQ) = \ (2.10) 
for- odd 
� /=i 
where (0 < Qj < 1) and ^^s > 1 represent some critical frequencies; M and N are 
constants to be defined. will oscillate between 士 1 for <= 1, and = 士1)1 
= 1 . 
2.1.3 Low-pass Prototype and Elements 
A low-pass prototype filter is in general defined as the low-pass filter whose element 
values are normalized to make the source resistance or conductance equal to one and 
the cutoff angular frequency to unity. Figure 2.1 demonstrates two possible forms of 
an n-pole low-pass prototype to realize an all-pole filter response, for example 
Butterworth. 
g: Qn p^ VY^ j^ WY j^ 
s)�_ = = {), = = gi gn.1 > or ：： 二 gn 9r»i< 
(n even) (n odd) 
S： S2 gn 
Oo^  二 = gn _ or 
(n even) (n odd) 
Figure 2.1 Low-pass filter prototype with ladder circuit and its 
elements labeled 
Unless otherwise specified the g-values are supposed to be the inductance in henries, 
capacitances in farads, resistance in ohms, and conductance in mhos. 
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This type of low-pass filter can serve as a prototype for designing many practical 
filters with frequency and element transformations. 
For Butterworth or maximally flat low-pass prototype filters, for example, with an 
insertion loss La = 3.01 dB at the cutoff ^^c = 1, the element values referring to Figure 
2.1 may be computed by: 
g. =2sinf(2hl)” for i = Uo n (2.11) 
‘ \ In ) 
丨=1.0 
Table 2.1 gives element values for such filters having n = 1 to 9 where the degree n of 
the Butterworth low-pass prototype is determined by: 
" > l o g ( 1 0 � . ' � l ) (2.12) 
Where LAS is the minimum stop-band attenuation at Q = for > 1. 
n I I I g3 I g4 I g5 I g6 I g7 I g8 I g9 I g l F 
1 2.00 1.00 
2 1.41 1.41 1.00 
3 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 
4 0.77 1.85 1.85 0.77 1.00 
5 0.62 1.62 2.00 1.62 0.62 1.00 
6 0.52 0.41 1.93 1.93 1.41 0.52 1.00 
1 0.45 1.25 1.80 2.00 1.80 1.25 0.45 1.00 
8 0.39 1.11 1.66 1.96 1.96 1.66 1.11 0.39 1.00 
9 0.35 1.00 1.53 1.88 2.00 1.88 1.536 1.00 0.35 1.00 
Table 2.1 Element values for Butterworth low-pass prototype 
filters (go = 1.0, ftc = 1，Lap = 3.01 dB at Oc) 
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To transform the low-pass into a band-pass response having a pass-band CO2-CO1, where 
coi and CO2 indicate the pass-band edge angular frequency, the frequency 
transformation is: 
Q = (2.13) 
FBWyco^ CO 
with = (2.14) 
①。 
cOo = (2.15) 
Where co�denotes the center angular frequency and FBW the fractional bandwidth. 
2.1.4 Admittance Inverters 
Admittance inverters are two port networks that exhibit such properties at all 
frequency that if an admittance Y2 is connected at one port, the admittance looking at 
the other port is 
(2.16) 
Where J is real and called the characteristic admittance of the inverter. They have a 
phase shift of 士90° or an odd multiple thereof. Admittance inverters are also referred 
to as J-inverters. In general, ideal admittance inverters have the ABCD matrix of: 
� j [ 0 ± 1 
C n = p (2-1-7) 
LL “ � L + / / 0 _ 
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Admittance inverters are useful in filter implementation by converting band-pass 
filters into all parallel tuned circuits, which is a convenience in microstrip filters. 
Impedance inverters, on the other hand, converts band-pass filter networks into a 
network containing only series tuned circuits. Figure 2.2 illustrates the general case of 
the idea. By choosing inverters correctly, admittance inverters allow identical 
resonators through out the network. 
Yp(a)) r — 
^ Zs(aj) 
K = 1 K = 1 三 
_ T _ _ _ 
—I ZsM |— 
J = 1 J = 1 三 丫 p(⑴） 
r 
Figure 2.2 Equivalent circuits of inverters 
One of the simplest forms of inverters is a quarter-wavelength transmission line. It 
follows equation (2.16) and have an admittance parameter of J = Y � w h e r e Y � i s the 
characteristic impedance of the line, as shown in Figure 2.3. 
(2.18) 
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。 J ^ 
丫 L 
o _ _ 土 9 0 。 y 
Yin = J2/Y l 
A/4 • 
o — O 
Yo = J 
o O 
Figure 2.3 Realization of an admittance inverter with transmission 
line 
The above topology, however, is only suitable for single-band operation. For 
multiband operations, dual-band for example, [8] proposed a dual-band admittance 
inverter which consists of a transmission line section with an electrical length of 0m 
and characteristic impedance of ZA, with a pair of open-circuit shunt stubs jY, as 
shown in Figure 2.4. 
Zc, 0M 
o O O o 
jY J J ^ jY 
n 门 三 j = 1 
Zd ZD 
o o 
Figure 2.4 Equivalent circuit structure for dual-band admittance 
inverter 
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By applying matrix formulation, the ABCD parameter of the suggested structure is 
given by: 
“1 OT cos 沒 /ZcSin 没"|�1 0~| _ 0 ± 1 
J Y i J U c S i n ^ cos没 \[jY ( . 
Expanding the left hand side of equation (2.19) results in: 
‘ cos0-ZcYsmO JZ^ sin 0 1 
JYc sin0{\-Zc^Y^ + coto) c o s e - Z J s m e ] 
It can be further reduced to: 
- 0 y Z c S i n ^ l � + 丄-
0 = " 7 7 (2.21) 
_ Z^smO 」 平 乂 0 _ 
By making 
Z c s m e = ^ (2.22) 
” cot 没 
Y = (2.23) 
Zc 
Equation (2.21) implies that the suggested structure is equivalent to a transmission 
line with characteristic impedance of 1/J and electrical length of nil . For dual-band 
operation, the necessary conditions can be stated as: 
Z c s m e , = j (2.24) 
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ZcSin代=丄 （ 2 . 2 5 ) 
J 
where 0i and 62 are the electrical lengths of the branch-line evaluated at the lower (fi) 
and upper (£2) frequencies. The general solution of equations (2.24-25) can be 
expressed as: 
=nn-e, (2.26) 
Where n = 1,2, and 3 ...With the fact that: 
H (2.27) 
f i 
It can be written as: 
没丨=子(1一£) (2.28) 
《 = 子 + (2.29) 
£ = (2.30) 
h + J\ 
The electrical length 6m of the transmission line evaluated at the mid-frequency may, 
therefore, be determined as: 
〜 = 了 (2.31) 
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Substitution of equations (2.28) and (2.29) into (2.22) and (2.23) gives: 
Zc = — — y ^ (2.32) 
r nTTS 
J COS 
I 2 ) 
r / \ nne tan 
Y = \ 7 . (2.33) 
rms 
tan 
^ / = /2 
, 乙C 
F o r n = 1，3，5 …，and 
； = ) ^ (2.34) 
r . 1 n 庇 1 
J Sin 
I 2 J 
r / \ nns cot 
f = f\ 
y = \ 广 (2.35) 
nns 
cot 
“ / = /2 
, 乙c 
For n = 2，4, 6 ... 
The results indicate the existence of multiple solutions, which include the choice of n 
and various ways to realize the shunt element with its input admittance Y，defined by 
equation (2.32) and (2.34). For compact design, the topology with n = 1 is chosen 
which results in quarter-wavelength structure. 
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Taking 0m = ni l , equations (2.32-33) can be reduced to: 
Z c = — — ( 2 . 3 6 ) 
r ^ ^ 
/ c o s — 
U j 
1 (冗s� 
Y{f,) = -Y{f,) = --tm — (2.37) 
乙 c \ ^ ) 
The shunt element may be implemented using a quarter-wavelength open-circuited 
stub Zd with input admittance given by: 
r / \ ns cot — 
V ^ / f = f 
。二 ‘ (2.38) 
Tlo 
cot — 
• . ^ / = /2 
. 乙D 
Consequently, combining equation (2.37) and (2.38) gives: 
• “ . ！ . X (2.39) , . [ ^ ^ V ( ne 
Js in — tan — 
� 2 Y/ V 2 y 
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2.2 POWER DIVIDER 
2.2.1 Introduction to Power Dividers 
Power dividers are useful passive microwave devices for phased-array antennas, 
power amplifiers, mixers and active circulators. They perform a single function of 
power division or power combining. In the divider application, power entering the 
input port is split equally in magnitude. All ports are well matched and the output 
ports are highly isolated. 
Power dividers are usually classified into two groups: four- and three-port. Four port 
networks take the form of directional couplers and hybrids, while three-port power 
dividers take the form of T-junctions, resistive, Wilkinson and other power dividers. 
The earliest three port power divider known was originated from Wilkinson [9] in 
1960. He described a circularly symmetric power divider that splits a signal into n 
equal phase equal amplitude signals. When n = 2, this is known as the most 
conventional single-band power divider (3dB). Shortly after, Dent [10] published the 
same three port circuit and included confirming experimental data. 
In 1965，Parad and Moynihan [11] presented a power divider that gives in-phase and 
arbitrary amplitude difference between the two outputs. Perfect divider property was 
achieved in single band. David [12] further improved its bandwidth in 1967. 
Cohn [13] introduced a class of broad-band three-port power dividers with high 
isolation between the two outputs and good matching in all ports. It consists of multi-
cascaded sections of transmission line pairs and its associated isolation resistor. The 
paper published in 1968 suggested an infinite bandwidth improvement capability 
when the number of sections and resistors is increased without limit. 
Ekinge [14], in 1971，modified the electrical length from Cohn's design and achieved 
arbitrary power split. 
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For the recent years, as the trend toward many applications is moving to dual- and tri-
band, power dividers are also facing requirements toward multiband. In this research 
work, dual-band power dividers with better performance are investigated. 
2.2.2 Wilkinson Power Divider 
T-junction dividers, though lossless, are not matched at all ports and do not have 
isolation between their output ports. Resistive dividers can be matched at all ports; 
however, they are not lossless and still cannot achieve isolation. Wilkinson is the first 
one to give such a design, which is the reason for the name. 
The Wilkinson power divider can achieve arbitrary power division and equal split. 
For simplicity in analysis, equal splitting (3dB) will be considered here. 
Reed and Wheeler [15] introduced the even-odd mode analysis which is helpful in 
evaluating the symmetrical power divider by applying excitations at port 2 and 3 
while port 1 is matched to Zq. 
With even-mode, waves of equal amplitude and zero phase difference are applied to 
port 2 and 3. The voltage difference between the upper and lower transmission lines is 
zero. No power is dissipated in the resistors. This is like a virtual open circuit that cuts 
the divider into two identical halves. (Figure 2.5) The load at port 1 is replaced by 2Zo 
as a result of bisection. The input power equals to the total power incident at the 
outputs minus the input reflected power. 
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Port 2 
—— 
去 甲 2 V � 
o o 
T 〇.C. 〇.C. 
Figure 2.5 Even-mode excitation 
With odd-mode, waves of equal amplitude and nil phase difference are inserted at 
port 2 and 3. Due to symmetry, the divider is again bisected. However, this time, the 
midpoints of the resistor and the junction is a virtual ground. (Figure 2.6) 
Port 2 
1 Y 2V。 
Figure 2.6 Odd-mode excitation 
Now, consider the mathematics. 
Even-mode Analysis: 
Looking into port 2， 
= Y (2.40) 
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For matched input at even mode excitation, 
Z , / = 1 Z = V2 (2.41) 
Since, 
F 0 : ) = 广 ( e - ) � I V 决 ） (2.42) 
Then, 
厂/ =厂(-去广 ( i — r ) =厂。 (2.43) 
K'=厂(0)=广(1 + r) = JK ^  (2.44) 
丄一丄 
where F is the reflection coefficient seen at port 1 looking toward the normalized 
resistor value 2. i.e. 
_ 
Therefore, 
V: 二-jV�芯 (2.46) 
Odd-mode Analysis: 
Looking into port 2, there is an impedance r/2 parallel with an open circuit (a quarter-
wavelength transmission line terminated shorted at port 1). To have port 2 matched, 
Z , � = 卜 = 2 (2.47) 
Consider the input impedance at port 1， 
(2.48) 
The Scattering parameters of the Wilkinson power divider is summarized in the 
following table: 
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j L^mM 一 i^ l—jZit t iT•作ort i .矛”:.”. 
e _ o n Ports 2 and 3 matched for even-odd 
S22 = S33 0 mode 
Zy' + V" j「了 r.:�.:, 
i S12 = S21 = 人 二. ,.‘ ’ - ‘ ” Symmetry o fpo r t s2 and3 
i . r? _.'Jrr'； - „ . — 
Si3 = S31 一 ^ Symmetry of ports 2 and 3 
一 一 — ] l U M il,,：：,： Short oropen at bisection 
Table 2.2 Summary of scattering parameters for Wilkinson power 
divider 
0 -1 一 、 - 3 
一 - - - 一 一 、 、 、 
t Port Isolation ^^ 
玄 - � � Input Return Loss .. . . 三 
� - n " " " " . Insertion Loss -4 的 
w c Z o 
i r “ \ / I 
叫 \ 1 
-40 -I 1 M , -6 
1 2 3 
Frequency (GHz) 
Figure 2.7 Frequency response of a typical 3dB Wilkinson power 
divider 
Design equations: 
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2.2.3 Multi-section Power Divider 
Cohn introduced a broadband three port hybrid which contains a multiplicity of 
cascaded pairs of line lengths and interconnecting resistors. It showed an enormous 
improvement in return loss and isolation over a given bandwidth. It claimed to have 
an unlimited bandwidth improvement capability if the number of cascades is 
increased to infinity. 
The general circuit of the multiple-section power divider is illustrated in Figure 2.8. 
© 
Zi, Li Z2,1_2 Zn, Ln d ZO = 1 
Zo=1 ° R i | R2 華 Rn| 
① —— 
Zi, Li Z2, L2 Zn, Ln \ Zo = 1 
© 
Figure 2.8 General multiple-section power divider by Cohn 
Since the divider is composed of line lengths and resistors of finite number, the input 
impedance can be re-expressed as quotients of polynomials of finite degree. Optimum 
performance in a given bandwidth can therefore be reduced to an algebraic problem. 
Performance is optimized for equal-ripple behavior of reflection coefficients at all 
ports and its insertion loss in a specific bandwidth. 
The synthesis is simplified by seeing the even-mode circuit as a stepped transformer 
between the conductance of the input and outputs. [16，17，18] 
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A summary of the performance of the multi-section power divider is tabulated in 
Table 2.3: 
[ ^ [ ^ 1 � . 2 3 4 7 
1.5 2.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 10.0 
c 「一 "n 
(min：) 35.0 26.0 36.9 26.0 26.4 20.6 
I “ • 
, dB 
S22，S33 
(min) 4 9 . 1 39.7 42.6 34.6 34.4 26.6 
, dB 
§23，S32 
(min) 36.6 2 7 . 3 3 8 . 7 27.9 26.8 19.4 
• 1- � * •‘ . . • ! . . . I 
，dB 
- . I . J p - r fS fi^rt -.n t rr T ^ j T T H -n mi ., ,1 T 1 L _ ^ _ , S ^ ^ W ^ r f ' 
1.1998 1.2197 1.1124 1.1497 1.1157 1.1274 
C •][•• 1.6670 II 1.6398 Ir i .4142 1.414^ ‘ ：h2957 1.2051 
L • ' • • n ,1 L-L ； U c • 1 - 、 」 厂 1 ^ � r 
Z j 1.7979 1.7396 1.5435 1.3017 
Z4 厂 - .,.•11; . .. 1.7926 1.4142 
, t • , . . I r , -3 ,，，，，，二r. 
Z5 1.5364 
t • 
Z(5 , � … I 1.6597 
——Z7 -- — - 1.7740 
R i “ I I 5 . 3 1 4 . 8 2 0 4 i f J F m ^ O T^8.000()^] 9.6432 8.8496 
_ _ • _ — — J I ：…一 j • � : _ ‘ � T : : : J I . . . . i ^ L : — — � . . - - I • . ’ 
R2 1.8643 1.9602 3.7460 4.2292 5.8326 12.3229 
R3 「 . " " " " ]「：二」1 .9 ;048~j f i l 436—] 3.4524 8.9246 
R4 2.0633 6.3980 
Rs I _ II • . . “ 4.3516 
2.5924 
R7 | 「 . . ][.- :_口[7~~~]「...？ ] 4.9652 
Table 2.3 Performance limit and normalized parameters of multi-
section power divider design 
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2.2.4 Power Divider with Unequal Power Division 
Wilkinson-type power dividers can also be made for arbitrary power division. (Figure 
2.9) 
7 . 似 C 
Z2，人/4 
VZsZc Z3, m 3 c 
Figure 2.9 Wilkinson power divider modified for unequal power 
division 
The design equations are: 
1 1 厂 2 
及 = 丁 2 „ (2.50) 
Zi 二 Zc 风 1 + K ” (2.51) 
1 + K^  
• Z3 = (2.52) 
Parad and Moynihan [11] proposed a modification to incorporate an input quarter-
wavelength transformer as shown in Figure 2.10 which improved the performance 
significantly. 
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z . m 姑 
J — Zo 
Zc" ’ "4 / 
Z 3 ， m 姑 
Figure 2.10 Broadband unequal power divider 
The design equations are: 
f J^ Y/4 
Ze'= — Z „ (2.53) 
+ (2.54) 
(2.55) 
1 I 厂2 
(2.56) 
Despite these closed form design formulae, the main problem to unequal power 
dividers happens when the power split ratio increases, the impedance would grow too 
extreme for fabrication. A typical ratio is 1 to 4. 
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Conventional Multiband Designs 
In this chapter some conventional designs to multiband filters and power dividers 
will be presented. They provide the basis and important background information for 
new designs and topologies to evolve. A summary of the existing microstrip 
multiband filters will be presented in the first part. These include deigns to dual- and 
tri-band filters, and common techniques to harmonic suppression in the upper stop-
band. The second part will draw a chronological picture of the dual-band power 
divider evolution, from the two-section transmission line topology until the more 
recent shunt stub topology. 
3.1. MICROSTRIP MULTIBAND FILTERS 
3.1.1 Parallel Connection of Two Single-band Filters [19] 
This is one of the earliest dual-band filters that have been proposed. The filter has a 
two-in two-out structure. Some impedance matching network is required to create a 
dual pass-band where each filter is designated to be open at the pass-band of its 
counterpart. Figure 3.1 shows the lower pass-band, which has corresponding 
matching inductors before and after. Figure 3.2 shows the upper pass-band. It is 
matched with corresponding matching capacitors as well, and is illustrated in Figure 
3.3. Figure 3.4 shows the resulting plot of such effect. 
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gs_i。- I K 
• I 著 〜 
普 f • 
t 
^ ^ n 
^ V - • • • • 丽 • • • _ j 
0 , 6 1 . 6 2 , 6 
Frequency (GHz) 
Figure 3.1 Filter 1 designed at 900 MHz [19] 
一 OH ‘ y y " ‘ ‘ 
1 ^ - 1 0 - A / \ : 
I ! 普 / y \ -
1 1 - ： 、\ 
、： 
麵 5 0 : • I > I f I «» 
0 . 6 1 . 6 2 . 6 
Frequency (GHz) 
Figure 3.2 Filter 2 designed at 1.9 GHz [19] 
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Monolithic dual band filter 
Matching 900MHz filter Marching 
inductor , , inductor 
I • , , 
I mm mM m • ag 
T 丨 p i ； ! 丨 T 
rrrry Q* _ rm\ 
O ~ H j j 0 o 
~ ~ I I ~ ~ I I ~ 
丰 i T s + 
Matching Matching 
capacitor i.9GHz filter capaciior 
Figure 3.3 Topology of dual-band filter with corresponding 
impedance matching network [19] 
白 - 6 0 J . , _ , . , . , X L ~ 
0 . 6 1 .6 2 .6 
Frequency (GHz) 
Figure 3.4 Frequency response of the dual-band filter [19] 
The obvious shortfall is the increase in size, cost, efficiency and power dissipation in 
a factor of two when compared to a single band-pass filter. 
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3.1.2 Wide-band Band-pass Filter and a Band-stop Filter in 
Cascade [20] 
Another dual-band filter has considered the combination of a wide-band band-pass 
filter in cascade with a band-stop filter as shown in Figure 3.5. Figure 3.6 is its plot. 
一 : i l M M B — P P W l W f 激 1 -
；oom I a i 4 » « 7 h i lo ii la la u 
Figure 3.5 Topology with wide-band band-pass filter and a band-
stop filter in cascade [20] 
' / i f 
I ： mm : 
/ y m 
I y I ™ Ideal IS21I \ \ I 
！I T i — Idcaltsill ！ 
-70 _ !i J I — Measured |311{ 8 . 
5 I I — Meaatt-ed |S21t |i 
-80' • • '• ^ 
1 2 3 4 5 (5 7 
Frequency (GHs) 
Figure 3.6 Frequency response of this topology [20] 
The drawback, again, is in the double in size, cost and power dissipation. 
Furthermore, when the frequency ratio of the two pass-bands increases, the wide-
band band-pass filter, that represents the first part in this configuration, will have to 
be very wide, posing more challenge to the design. 
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3.1.3 Parallel-coupled SIR-based Dual-band Filter [21] 
Dual-band filters using parallel-coupled SIR (stepped impedance resonators) are 
proposed in 2005. It makes use of tapped input/output couplings for simultaneously 
matching the dual pass-bands (Figure 3.7). Usually a parallel-coupled topology 
encourages larger bandwidth design due to the larger coupling between lines. 
Figure 3.7 Topology of a parallel coupled stepped impedance 
resonating dual-band filter. (Fifth-order) [21] 
!0 
、 W \ 
-so 辦—simulation , 
-90 I f 1 I measurement 
1 n n L i . ！ i I . • • • • . . i . • • . _ _ . _ . - " I " , I 1 1 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Frequency (GH?) 
•t • 
Figure 3.8 Frequency Response of a fifth-order filter dual-band 
filter operating at 2.45 GHz and 5.8 GHz [21] 
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Unfortunately the size remains rather large for this parallel-coupled topology. The 
insertion loss is in the order of 2 to 3 dB，as observed from Figure 3.8. 
3.1.4 Vertical-stacked SIR-based Dual-band Filter [21] 
For a smaller size dual-band design, filters have been suggested with a vertical-
stacked coupling using SIR and tapped input and output as shown in Figure 3.9. 
^ ^ j m p i p i p i 11 w p i | f i | i n p r 零 
J 1 1 、• 
麵 ; 齊 : : : 寇 . . a . -4 • s . 
Figure 3.9 Topology of a fourth-order stacked-line dual-band 
filter with stepped impedance resonators [21] 
SIRs (stepped impedance resonators) are gaining popularity in dual-band filter 
designs. Mathematically, they have arbitrary transmission zeros which depends 
majorly on the designer preference and are related to the frequency of operation. 
They provide tunable parameters for transmission zeros in the design and are more 
compact in size. Parallel, vertical-stacked, cross-coupled, hairpin and other SIRs will 
come in different format to further miniaturize in size, which is one of the main 
concerns in the multiband filter design world. 
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Figure 3.10 Frequency response of the vertical-stacked filter 
operating at 2.45 and 5.8 GHz. (Fourth-order) [21] 
The insertion loss as seen from Figure 3.10 is, however, still in the order of 2 and 3 
dB. 
After all, coupled microstrip lines are widely used in microstrip filters. The leading 
technique is to combine them with multiband or multimode resonance structures. In 
[22], a vertical-stacked SIR is introduced for tri-band filter designs. It consists of 
quarter-wavelength SIRs combined with one resonating at 1.57 and 5.25 GHz, and 
the other at 2.45 GHz (Figure 3.11). Figure 3.12 shows the corresponding frequency 
response. 
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Figure 3.11 Topology for tri-band filter using vertical-stacked 
quarter-wavelength SIR [22] 
-50 u simulated -
I measured : 
-60 — 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Frequency (GHz) 
Figure 3.12 Frequency response of tri-band filter operating at 
1.57, 2.45 and 5.25 GHz [22] 
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3.1.5 Cross-coupled Hairpin SIR Dual-band Filter 
In [23]，a four-pole cross-coupled filter is introduced for dual-band filter design. It 
makes use of SIRs in hairpin style with input and output tapping (Figure 3.13). The 
insertion loss is in the order of 2 dB (Figure 3.14). 
爹 r i 冒 
醒 I 0 CM I : , : � . g i a 續 ： 丨 丨 飯 . ‘ . 
Figure 3.13 Topology of a cross-coupled dual-band filter using 
hairpin SIR [23] 
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Frequency (GHz) 
Figure 3.14 Frequency response of the dual-band cross-coupled 
filter operating at 2.45 and 5.7 GHz [23] 
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3.1.6 Folded Open-loop Ring Resonators-based Multiband Filter 
In [24], another dual-band filter is suggested using folded open-loop ring resonators 
of half-wavelength each. Each pair of these resonators can provide a path for coupled 
signal energy from one microstrip to the other at around resonance. Insertion loss is 
in the order of 1.5 dB, which it claims as a major contribution of this topology, as 
shown below. 
• • ^ ^ • • • • • ^ • • ^ • • • • • • • • • • • • ^ ^ ^ ^ • • ^ ^ ^ • • i p o n � 
� " > ! r 
I 小 1 
Figure 3.15 Topology of the dual-band filter based on open loop 
ring resonator [24] 
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Figure 3.16 Frequency response of the dual-band filter operating 
at 2.4 and 5.2 GHz [24] 
With a modification to the combination of resonators, whether half-wavelength or 
SIR, to the folded open loop ring resonators; the filter demonstrates tri-band 
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characteristics. The main idea is to introduce more coupling elements for the design. 
Input and output coupling structure is applied for more freedom in design. The pass-
band insertion loss is in the order of 2.5 to 3 dB. 
Figure 3.17 Topology for cross-coupled tri-band filter using 
folded open-loop ring resonators [25] 
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Figure 3.18 Frequency response of tri-band filter operating at 2.3, 
3.7 and 5.3 GHz [25] 
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3.1.7 Stubbed SIR-based Single-band Filter [26] 
In 2004, [26] started the investigation of microstrip filter design using stubbed SIRs, 
mainly for single-band applications. Its main consideration is on the various 
possibilities of stub combinations, for example using different lengths, having open-
er short-circuits (Figure 3.19). A typical response is found with Figure 3.20. 
Ij Z^ ij"^  Ij Zjjr^ Ij Zwf"^  1， 
Zu I 1, Zjj Ij I Ij •Z对 ^  Zjij I Ij 
ZcM Zen C^M 
^1=3————1=1——[=3——1=1——dJ~~. 
i G凡 V4 1 V4 1 V4 1 V4 1 1 V 4 I 
Zm^ Ji zJtk zJr^, z^P^ : 
z^Ti, zjrit z^Ti* zjrh 
Figure 3.19 Topology of filter using stepped-impedance for single-
band application (fifth order) [26] 
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_ .删觀 
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Fr«|iiiiu:y 
Figure 3.20 Frequency response of single-band filter using 
stepped impedance resonators [26] 
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3.1.8 Open and Short-circuited Stub-based Dual-band Filter [5] 
Open- and short-circuited stubs together with dual-band admittance inverters have 
been proposed for dual-band filter designs in [5]. Insertion loss is in the order of 0.5 
to 1 dB, as shown below. 
^^ Byiptwiiiiiwiii iiju I H_ NII111 III i[i [_ i l ^ ^ H 
ij 蛋:H 霜 > ^ m 
^^•^v! ；r .. � " m - ^ ^ H 
Figure 3.21 Topology of dual-band filters with open and short 
stubs [5] 
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Frequency (GHz) 
Figure 3.22 Frequency response of dual-band filter operating at 
900 MHz and 2 GHz [5] 
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3.1.9 Open Stub-based Dual-band Filter [6,7] 
Dual-band filters combining dual open-stubs, mixed open- and short-stubs and SIR 
begin to surface. Figure 3.23 shows the topology of a dual-band filter using dual 
open-stubs. It has a ripple of 0.1 dB in the pass-band (Figure 3.24). 
74Jn 64.9fi 74.1Q 
7 4 _ 4 � 
1 55.5Q , 
I�~I 
I I 
20. IQ 20JQ 20. in 
Figure 3.23 Topology of dual-band filter with open stubs [6, 7] 1 11 g LAM f : M ff \ \ 
^ -40 \ I I \ ： S i i_mcas 
j \ I I S2j_sim|.| 
-'。\ I k r 
W If Sn^mcas 
-80 ^ ’ ^ « ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ： 
0.5 I 1,5 2 2.5 3 
Frequency ( G H z ) 
Figure 3.24 Frequency response of dual-band filter operating at 1 
and 1.5 GHz [6, 7] 
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3.2. SPURIOUS SUPPRESSION TECHNIQUES FOR FILTERS 
Over the years design of multiband filters are gaining more attention. Dual- and tri-
band filters revised earlier summarized some of the popular topologies. However, 
little attention has been paid on their upper stop-band harmonics. Various spurious 
suppression techniques exist for single-band filters and are briefly discussed in the 
following section. 
3.2.1 Insertion of Band-reject Filters 
One of the most direct and simplest methods is to impose a band reject filter to reject 
the spurious frequencies from the output of a pre-cascaded filter. The problem is a 
larger circuit size and insertions loss due to the additional filter. 
3.2.2 Equalization of Eigen-mode Phase Velocities 
f 
Along a pair of symmetric coupled microstrip lines, the odd mode propagates faster 
than the even mode. The EM energy for the odd mode gathers around the center gap 
of the coupled lines, while for the even mode, it gathers outside the metallic edges. 
By means of corrugated lines as shown in Figure 3.25, the total electrical length of 
the two eigen-modes in the coupled section is made equal. Hence, the second 
harmonic has been suppressed as shown in Figure 3.26. 
丄 3 I 0.39 0.59 
1.2 0 263 ^ 4 5 a t i t i i W l i f 
‘ 0,93 
Figure 3.25 Topology of single-band filter with corrugated 
coupled microstrip lines for spurious suppression at 2fo 
(Chebyshev filter of order 3) [27] 
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Figure 3.26 Frequency response of single-band filter operating at 
2.45 GHz with spurious suppression at 2fo [27] 
Plotted also is the total power loss of the circuit with P l = 10 log (1 - |Siip - IS21P), as 
shown in Figure 3.26. 
In [28], the phase velocity of the two eigen-modes is equalized by means of ground-
plane aperture (Figure 3.27). The modification is plotted in Figure 3.28. 
I .• i n H 
Scction I m m i l ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Section 2 
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Top view Bolloin view 
Figure 3.27 Topology of single-band filter with spurious 
suppression with ground-plane aperture [28] 
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Figure 3.28 Frequency response of filter with ground-plane 
aperture for spurious suppression [28] 
3.2.3 Insertion of Open Stubs 
By inserting an equivalent T-shaped line into the conventional stub filter, it 
successfully integrated a band-stop filter into the band-pass filter. The size has 
reduced by 28%. The spurious suppression goes up to 8 GHz for a single-band 
design. 
p^ p. 
Z t o , 6]o Z a o， 0 1 0 
Figure 3.29 Conventional single-band filter (for comparison here) 
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Figure 3.30 Topology of modified filter for spurious suppression 
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Figure 3.31 Return loss of single-band filter using open stubs 
Figure 3.29 shows the original single-band filter. T-shaped lines are inserted as in 
Figure 3.30 where the effect is concluded with Figure 3.31 and 3.32. The spurious 
from 5 to 7.5 GHz is suppressed successfully to a more than 20dB attenuation level. 
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Figure 3.32 Insertion loss of single-band filter using open stubs 
with suppression up to 8 GHz 
3.2.4 Coupled SIR-based Structures [29] 
The major design idea is to irregularly distribute the higher order spurious 
frequencies of these SIRs over the stop-band without overlap by choosing 
constitutive resonators with the same fundamental frequency, but staggered higher 
order resonant frequencies. It has been realized with one of two topologies: parallel-
or cross-coupled SIRs. They suppressed the higher order harmonics by more than 30 
dB for single-band applications. Examples include those from Figure 3.33 to 3.36. 
f J H ^ ^ … 紛 … ^ 
Figure 3.33 Topology of parallel-coupled SIR filter [29] 
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Figure 3.34 Frequency response of SIR filter operating at 1.5 GHz 
with multi-order suppression up to 8.5 GHz [29] 
Figure 3.35 Topology of cross-coupled filter with multi order 
suppression [29] 
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Figure 3.36 Frequency response of filter operating at 1.51 GHz 
with stop-band up to 13 GHz [29] 
3 .2 .5 Paral le l C o u p l e d Line [30] 
Parallel-coupled lines are also some other examples for spurious suppression as 
shown in Figure 3.37 and 3.38. 
3 , '•jfi^-r-'；' -rn f "丨：1.,、’ 
i I I ''-'A A" ..4 J；^ * » 10 U W •• M !• W »l « 进 M ! 
Figure 3.37 Topology for parallel-coupled line filter for enhanced 
stop-band performance (Seventh-order) [30] 
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Figure 3.38 Frequency response of parallel-coupled line filter 
operating at 1 GHz with suppression up to 10 GHz [30] 
3.2.6 Others 
Split-ring resonators [31] and wiggly-line resonators [32] are also some among 
others effective techniques to suppress spurious pass-bands as being demonstrated 
for single-band applications. 
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3.3. DUAL-BAND POWER DIVIDERS 
3.3.1 Two-section Transmission Line Topology 
A two-section transmission line, as the name suggests, has two transmission lines 
connected in series. This topology is based on the hybrid of a single-band Wilkinson 
power divider and a small dual-frequency transformer in two sections [33]. By 
hybrid, it directly replaces the single-band quarter-wavelength branch-line with a 
two-section transmission line with ti/2 electrical length for each section at its 
fundamental frequency. (Figure 3.39) 
Zi，90。@/o Z2, 90。@/o 
1 I""“I I • Port 2 
f — <> 
Portl • ~ h — 2 > 
1 I I I • Port 3 
Zi，90。@/o Z2,90。@/o 
Figure 3.39 Two-section 3dB power divider 
The design equations are as follows: 
r -12 
Zi 每(1-2叫 j(l-2/c) (3.1) 
Z 2 = 夢 （3.2) 
Where k is the impedance ratio: 
k = f (3.3) 
And Zs is the source impedance; Z l the load impedance. 
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A design example is simulated (ideal) with the following tabulated parameters, 
operating at 1 and 2 GHz: f。is defined as the mid-point of the two operating 
frequencies, in this case, f。= 1.5 GHz. 
(3.4) 
79,29 Cl 63.1 a 100 n 50 Q 
e i . � . • : � 遞 I . k 
90� 90� 1.8Zl = 90CI 2 
Table 3.1 Summary of simulation parameters for two-section 
transmission line example 
0 
Input Return Loss 
•» . • 
Output Return Loss ' • • • � � / 
Port Isolation . ' • ' 
三 \ ,••/ / 
12 \ V\ : / Z.. / 
I \ \ / \ A 
r. \ k rs4�� 
‘-3�. \j y\ / \ / V V 
-40 \ 1 U , M 1 , 
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 
Frequency (GHz) 
Figure 3.40 Input return loss，output return loss and port 
isolation of a two-section dual-band power divider example (1 and 
2 GHz) 
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Figure 3.41 Insertion loss of a two-section divider example (1 and 
2 GHz) 
The main drawback is having poor output return loss and port isolation. Its major 
significance, however, is to experiment a two-section branch-line replacement to 
extend the conventional Wilkinson power divider to dual-band applications. Several 
modified works have evolved hereafter. Using this topology, the power combining 
property is unsatisfactory. 
3.3.2 Lumped Element-based Topology 
As an improved version of the two-section transmission line topology, lumped 
reactive elements are added in parallel to the resistor. (Figure 3.42) 
Zi，90。@/o Z2,90°@/o 
^ I I h — — — — • Port 2 
Port ! • ~ 100^^ > 5 = 二 
1 I~I H — — — — • Port 3 
Z,,90°@/o Z2,90°@/o 
Figure 3.42 Dual-band power divider design with lumped 
elements 
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The design equations can be found as: 
Z2 «1.26Z„ (3.5) 
Z, «1.59Z„ (3.6) 
R 二 2Z„ (3.7) 
1 777 
L = (3.8) 
C = — (3.9) 
⑴A 
A design example is simulated (ideal) with the tabulated parameters at the mid-band 
frequency f。= 1.5 GHz (Table 3.2): 
i r F . : : ; " " . ” z ^ T 诵 E ^ S M E S ; 霸 • 一 A . 
79.3 Q. 63 n 50Q 
. . . . . R . : . L l ^ S t e S S l O . ‘. c . 
100 a 14nH 0.9pF 
Table 3.2 Tabulated parameters for design example (lumped 
element) 
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Figure 3.43 Frequency response of a lumped element divider 
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Figure 3.44 Insertion loss of a lumped element divider (1 and 2 
GHz) 
The presence of reactive elements, however, usually leads to problems in high 
frequency, when for example the element carries a size comparable to the 
wavelength of the operating frequency. Designs making use of discrete reactive 
elements are also less handy from manufacturers over a wide frequency range, which 
in other words limited the range of application. The parasitic effect from the 
packaging of these elements may also degrade the frequency response. 
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Shunt Stub Topology 
As a matter of fact, the lumped reactive elements are physically replaced with a half-
wavelength shunt stub at the junction of the input port. (Figure 3.45) 
Zl, 9 0 ° @ / o Z2, 9 0。 @ / o 
1 I I I • Port 2 
Z3, 180。@/o <> 
Portl® 1 ] > lOOQ 
1 I I I • Port 3 
Zl, 9 0 ° @ / o Z 2， 9 0。 @ / o 
Figure 3.45 Dual-band power divider with shunt stub topology 
The design equations are as follows: 
Z, =V2Z,tan-^ (3.10) 
Z2 = V2Z„cot-f (3.11) 
ry tan^  ne ^ n 
Z , = — — — ^ ― t a n — ( 3 . 1 2 ) 
' 2 V2 2 
^ ^ f i L A z l (3.13) 
/ " Z + l 
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A design example is simulated (ideal) with the tabulated parameters (Table 3.3): 
j [ . . . 急 ‘ . 」 Z2 ：：. U. Z3 拟 
5on 40.82 n 122.47 Cl 30.62 Q 
… ‘I ::丸息i：、..::]卜__. , . •、 .J f2 
0.33 100 Cl 1 GHz 2GHz 
Table 3.3 Tabulated parameters for design example (shunt stub 
topology) 
0 , 
广 \ 一 A—、- z 〜、 ！ 
2 -20- I ：  || 
S. ！ ^ ！ 
•巨-25 - J i 
S 1 
S Input Return Loss 
w -30 - 严 
Output Return Loss 
.35 _ Port Isolation 
-40 J , , , 
0 1 2 3 
Frequency (GHz) 
Figure 3.46 Ideal scattering parameters of the shunt stub topology 
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Figure 3.47 Ideal insertion loss performance of the shunt stub 
topology 
By this shunt stub topology, it eliminated the undesired effect of adding discrete 
reactive elements from the immediately preceding design. The return loss and port 
isolation also show ideal characteristic for dual-band operation. However, the 
bandwidth is shrunken significantly as observed in Figures 3.46-47. This leads to the 
motivation for further investigation in wider bandwidth dual-band power dividers 
and with preference to layout flexibilities. 
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A New Dual-band Filter with Wide 
Upper Stop-band 
The rapid development of wireless technology pushes hard on microwave circuits to 
handle multiband signals. It has become an attractive feature if multiband filters can 
operate in the size of a single-band filter while keeping the same performance. As 
mentioned in earlier chapters, dual- and tri-band filters have gained significant 
attention over the years. However, multiband filters that systematically and 
analytically deal with spurious response suppression remain rare. 
This chapter introduces a dual-band filter that suppresses its harmonics in a 
systematic way to give an upper stop-band of up to 8 GHz. In the first section, it 
describes the topology of the proposed filter. Next, the design and analysis 
procedures will be laid step by step. The design equations are summarized and its 
main features are listed. The simulation and measurement results are presented in 
systematic order before a short conclusion of the filter and its limitations are stated. 
For a review of filters, the reader is referred to chapters 2 and 3. 
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4.1 PROPOSED TOPOLOGY 
The proposed dual-band filter consists of two resonator sections and a coupling 
section. The coupling is constructed by using two serial lines (with line impedance 
Zp) and two open stubs (with line impedance ZQ)，all with the same electrical length 
of quarter-wavelength at the center frequency of the upper stop-band. The resonator 
structure, on the other hand, is made up of a two-section open-circuit stub and a 
three-section short-circuit stub, again, all with quarter-wavelength electrical length at 
the upper stop-band centre frequency. This is illustrated in Figure 4.1. 
Z2，90°@/o Resonator 「 • Yf - Yqq + Y^c • 
• I • 9 0 � @ / � I 1 
90°@/o I I I Zp • •• i 
i 90。@/o ！ i jYoc 个 i 
• " ^ H ^ 
II I I Ac i 1 
I Coupling • • • i 
section • • 
“ _ I 
• Z〃’9。。@/。 I I 
I Zc,90°@/o I I 
— I — • 
Figure 4.1 Proposed filter topology 
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4.2 DESIGN AND ANALYSIS 
Every filter is composed of resonators and couplers. Resonators determine the 
location of the resonating pass-bands while couplers control the bandwidth of the 
filter. As a general analysis, a low order configuration with two resonating sections 
and a single coupler is considered, as shown in Figure 4.2. 
Figure 4.3 gives the transformed circuit of the filter that comprises a J-inverter and 
two modified shunt elements (Y = Yt - Y，)，whereas Figure 4.4 illustrates the 
coupling section and the shunt element jY’. 
A set of governing conditions are to be formulated based on the general filter 
configuration to achieve the necessary pass-bands and spurious suppression. 
Resonator Resonator 
• Coupling • 
jY, il S—n 丄丄 JYt 
� d 叫 
M , [ j c j」 Y 
Figure 4.2 A general low-order filter configuration 
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Y = Y^-Y'\ 
• • 
.JY jY ，， 
n J - h 
inverter 
Figure 4.3 General representation of transformed circuit 
• i 1——• 
I 丄丄 jY, � j jB] jY,丄丄 I 
I 门 L / C A ] M 丨 
！ ^^ J- Inverter "IT | 
Figure 4.4 General representation of J- inverter 
Mathematically, the transmission parameters of Figure 4.4 and its equivalent circuit 
(J-inverter) can be expressed as: 
「1 ' T 。 W o i^ l (4.1) 
Ly.r iJLyC aIJY^ 1 」 . J J � 
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By expanding the above matrix and equating the coefficients, it can be simplified to: 
J = \ (4.2) 
r = - (4.3) 
B 
The input admittance of Figure 4.3，with output terminated by Z。，can be derived as: 
K = JY + — ( 4 . 4 ) 
Subsequently, the corresponding input reflection coefficient of the filter obtained is: 
11 1 + 仏 
/ , 、2 (4-5) 
(r2z。2 - j乂2+1) 
(r2z。2-j%2—i)2+4y2z。2 
From equation (4.5)，\ = 0 (that is,l^'j, | = 1) happens when: 
Y 二 土 p � Y : (4.6) 
Furthermore, by differentiating equation (4.5) with respect to Y ， i s locally 
maximized (|JZo > 11) or minimized (|JZo < 11) if: 
Y = 0 (4.7) 
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Substituting equation (4.7) into (4.5), one obtains: 
M - 塔 = 碟 （4.8) 
2 2 
=1-^,1 - 7 ^ ^ ( 4 . 9 ) 
(1+竹 
And by inserting equations (4.2) and (4.3) into (4.6) and (4.7), the expression for Yt 
(=Y' + Y) may now be written as: 
(4-10) 
y r = j (4.11) 
Having these general governing requirements in mind, the transmission parameters 
of the coupling circuit is derived by matrix multiplication: 
-cos没 yz尸 sin没"!「 1 o j cos。 jZ^smO'] 
JYj . s m e cose J IjYQtonO 1 jY^ sin 9 cos 6 J • 
to give: 
B = Zp sin26'(l-A:'tan'6>) (4.13) 
A = + (4.14) 
where k 二 = (4.15) 
仏 U / J 
0 = ^  (4.16) 
2fo 
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By using equations (4.2) and (4.13), the variation of |JZo| against the normalized 
frequency is plotted in Figure 4.5 with different fo/fe ratios. The curve represents the 
coupling behavior of the coupling network that consists of alternating pass-bands 
(e.g., 0 < f < fs) and stop-bands (e.g., fe < f < 2fo-fB)，where fe and f。can be regarded 
as, respectively, the band-transition frequency (between the lower pass-band and the 
first stop-band) and the center frequency of the stop-band. By proper selection of 
fo/ffi, hence the value of k, the frequency span of the upper stop-band, where |JZo| 
appears to be very close to zero (which implies high attenuation), can be controlled. 
5 . 
I • • 
I > I 
4 ； : : fo"B = 
\ ;| ； = 1 . 5 
0 1 2 3 4 
f/fs 
Figure 4.5 Frequency behavior of |JZo| against normalized 
frequency (Zp = Zo assumed) 
Figure 4.6 shows the plot (YTZ。）of equation (4.10) and (4.11) versus the normalized 
frequency with fo/fe = 2. The dotted and solid lines represent the admittance curves 
that correspond to zero and finite insertion loss of the filter. 
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5 n , 
\ : \ 
2 5 - W r. — eqn.dD 
\ \ V —eqn. (10) + root I » 
-5 J ^ , ^ ^ 
0 1 2 3 4 
f I f s 
Figure 4.6 Frequency behavior of YtZo against normalized 
frequency (Zp = Zo and fo/fe = 2 assumed) 
The resonating structure, as given in Figure 4.1, consists of a parallel connection of a 
two-section open circuit stub (line impedance Z\ and Z2) and a tri-section short-
circuit stub (line impedance Za, Zb and Zc) with their input admittance given by: 
(1 + 如 吞 
yoc=y^ r ^ (斗」?） 
. W o ) 
y 冗 + " 《 小 an 没-cot 没 (4.18) 
1 + ^  + - r tan 6 
where . • 
p = (4.19) 
z 丨 U/J 
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tan 闻 = (4.20) 
Wo) V r 
g = ^  (4.21) 
r = ^  (4.22) 
Figure 4.7 illustrates the typical behaviors of normalized Ysc and Yqc as a function 
of frequency. This structure inherently introduces transmission zeros at DC, £八，foo, 
2fo-fA, and 2fo-foo. These zeros have enhanced the stop-band attenuation without the 
use of high-order design. 
-10 -M 4 , r-l 1 
L /o 2/q-人 2/o-/, 
Figure 4.7 Frequency behavior of resonator section 
The transmission frequency of the proposed filter is solely determined by equation 
(4.10) and (4.11). Figure 4.8 shows the solution of the transmission frequencies as 
the intersecting points in between the admittance curves presented by the resonator 
and the coupling section. The intersecting points fi and f�correspond to the upper 
and lower operating bands. Since there are three intersections associated with each 
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frequency band, a second-order filter characteristic is produced. The amount of pass-
band ripple (e) may be approximated as: 
g = 101og(l + 力 (4.23) 
4a 
a = ? J L s J ^ ] 1-众 W [ 糾 (4.24) 
^Q V fo )[_ V 2/fl )_ 
The intersection point close to f。，as depicted in Figure 4.8, produces an undesirable 
spurious transmission. Fortunately it is highly attenuated due to the low value of 
| J Z o | . For further spurious suppression, a transmission zero ( foo) is deliberately placed 
at the transition frequency (fe) in which the coupling circuit is reduced to a 
transmission line of half-wavelength long. Accordingly, the following relation is 
deduced from equation (4.15) and (4.20): 
(4.25) 
k \ r 
z -5 -1 I I / _ _ < (Coupling I I 
§ I section) 
-10 I i - i ~ 一 ^ d J k i , U 1—, 
0 2 4 6 8 10 
Freq. (GHz) 
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For the derivation of circuit parameters, the determining condition (Yqc + YSC = Yt 
=A/B) is restated as follows (with j = 1,2 for the first and second operating 
frequency): 
where 
(l + p)tan[杂 
_ 
U / J 
(r + rk-^  -l)tanf-^l-cotf— 
p \ ‘ 2f I f 
Bj = 、；" 、 ( 4 . 2 8 ) 
U / J 
Cj = 〜 「 ⑷ … n (4.29) 
s i n 网 l ] 2 t a n 伊 
\f0 J _ V 2/)_ 
•f 
Subsequently, equation (4.26) can be solved to give 
(4.30) 
= Zp (4-31) 
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Eventually, the line impedances may be evaluated by 
Z2 = pZ, (4.32) 
rk—i -1 
- Z , (4.33) 
r + 1 
Zc = rZ„ (4.34) 
Z 广 (4.35) 
In summary, for a given set of fi and f2, the design is carried out by first selecting a 
proper value for fA, fe and f。. In practice, fA may be placed midway between the two 
operating bands for a sharp roll-off. Furthermore, fe should be chosen such that the 
two pass-bands would exhibit a similar amount of ripple. Moreover, fo should be 
made as large as possible (to be limited by impedance realization) for enhanced stop-
band characteristics. Finally, the other parameters can be found by using equations 
(4.30H4.35). 
-25 1 , / \ 
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 
Freq. (GHz) 
Figure 4.9 Simulated filter response versus Zp 
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丽 
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 
Freq. (GHz) 
Figure 4.10 Simulated response versus r (Zp = 750) 
Figure 4.9 shows the variation of the pass-band ripple of the filter as a function of Zp 
(=75Q and 90 Q). As predicted by equation (4.23) and (4.24)，a smaller amount of 
ripple (higher return loss) may be achieved by using a larger value of Zp. On the 
other hand, Figure 4.10 illustrates the variation of the pass-band bandwidth versus 
impedance ratio r. It is again obvious that the ultimate choice of Zp and r are limited 
by the impedance range (Figure 4.11) that can be realized for a given fabrication 
process. 
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r 
Figure 4.11 Calculated line impedance against r (Zp = 750) 
The line impedance Zp of the serial line of the coupling section, and the line 
impedance ratio r between Zq and Zc are tuning variables of the pass-band 
bandwidth. 
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4.3 DESIGN EXAMPLE 
A dual-band filter was simulated using ideal elements to operate at 1 and 2 GHz. For 
demonstration of optimal performance, fA，fe and f。were chosen to be 1.5, 2.7 and 
5.4 GHz (= 2fB) respectively. Table 4.1 summarizes the circuit parameters of the 
simulation. 
-fi：. ^  ] ,:::,,.!^爾';:[2:..‘::.（ 
I — . — — ^ ^ ^ j m r n m r n r n m ^ m ^ . U n ' t i ' . t r ' i i � 一 ，�一_ '.；—i. - . . . . . � . • - , U a , ' • 4 * . - , 
1 GHz 2 GHz 1.5 GHz 2.7 GHz 5.4 GHz 
• — 1 •! • • . . I 1 r - * - ^ — - » — 1 J j .,汽 
P , ‘ Qr ；‘.,…‘，ti- .,•“、!*' k 
0.2 J 2 Q.5J1 3.37 1 
Coupling Section —— 
"XT"' " -" 二r-、""fni。- , • — — 吓 ― 入 . 
.. . ...'r^r:::厂“丄I__-• ' - I-丨丨Wt'^ rri- ‘;.丄 _‘ ^ 一一.一 
75.0 Q 75.0 Q. 
Resonator Section 
^ _ 國「gr"，「e、zb系，、Zc 
76.0 a. 16.6 a-"^ 27.0 n 14,7 a 49.3a 
Table 4.1 Computed circuit parameters by derived formulae 
The frequency response of the ideal simulation is plotted as follows: 
" r m r i 
I , •• • 
m -10 - . ： : •. Return Loss 
T3 A • •  , •. 
TT : ： • Insertion Loss 
J2 ； ； .  -J 
I / ： ：' i 
E : .  • E -20 - : \ ： '、 (0 ‘ , ' • 
Q. : \ . \ 
o) : ： ： .. 
c . . ； , , •‘ 、 ••、、 
I / ！ ： i \ ：‘ \,、 
CO • • • • , � ‘ � 
O o r t » • ‘ 、 
</> -30 - : ； ： ： / ： ： \ 
i « * » • • ‘ « 
• . ： * * • 推 I 
« , • * * • • . • , * • » • ‘ . « . • • • • « « « , • • • • • , 
• ’ « • • • 1 
, ； ‘ • I • • 
, ,‘  « « « 
, ,• • • •‘ 
•40 4 M 1 —I 1 1 T 1 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Frequency (GHz) Figure 4.12 Typical frequency response of proposed wide stop-
band dual-band filter 
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Figure 4.13 Group delay of ideal wide stop-band dual-band filter 
Microstrip models are then used to model the discontinuity and junction effects of 
the circuit before they are simulated in an Electromagnetic Simulator. The physical 
lengths of the lines have been fine-tuned to compensate for the junction effects, for 
example. 
The filter was then prototyped for measurement. 
A dual-band microstrip filter operating at 1 and 2 GHz was prototyped and 
characterized. The same circuit parameters as for the ideal simulation have been 
used. A summary can be found in Table 4.1. 
A Duroid substrate with dielectric constant of 3.38 and thickness of 0.813 m m was 
used for fabrication. The fabrication process allows line impedance values to range 
from 10 to 100 ^2，which fits the requirements derived from the calculation. A 
photograph of the fabricated wide stop-band dual-band filter can be found in Figure 
4.14. 
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HHH^HH I^ 
Figure 4.14 Photograph of the fabricated dual-band filter (1 GHz 
and 2 GHz) 
Scattering parameter measurements were performed using Agilent 85IOC network 
analyzer over the frequency range of 0.1 and 8 GHz. Figures 4.15-19 show the 
measured results of the filter. 
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Figure 4.15 Simulated and measured input return loss 
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Figure 4.16 Simulated and measured output return loss 
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Figure 4.17 Simulated and measured insertion loss (wide band 
view) 
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Figure 4.18 Insertion loss and group delay (lower-band view) 
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Figure 4.19 Insertion loss and group delay (upper-band view) 
The center frequencies of the two operating bands (1 dB bandwidth) were found at 
950 M H z and 1.97 GHz with 320 M H z and 200 M H z bandwidth respectively. Input 
and output return loss of 10 dB (minimum), ripple of less than 0.6 dB and pass-band 
loss of no more than 1.2 dB was achieved at both operating bands. Stop-band 
attenuation of more than 20 dB was observed over the frequency range from 2.5 GHz 
to almost 8 GHz. Small discrepancies between the measured and simulated results 
are mainly due to fabrication tolerances and parasitic effect of junction 
discontinuities. Other factors include a shift in expected dielectric constant on higher 
frequencies and the accuracy of E M simulation to reality which is based on 
simplified data and parameters. 
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4.4 SUMMARY 
A novel circuit topology and design theory for the implementation of a dual-band 
filter with very wide stop-band bandwidth was presented in this Chapter. A 
microstrip filter operating at 1 and 2 GHz was constructed and experimentally 
measured. It showed close agreement between simulation and measurement. 
The proposed topology provides several tuning parameters to control the pass-band 
and stop-band bandwidth, the return loss, and amount of ripple, which are mainly 
limited by the tolerance of the line impedance range of a particular fabrication 
process. 





New Tri-band Filter Design 
In this chapter, a new topology for tri-band microstrip filter is proposed. Details of 
the mathematical design and concepts are discussed with verification of results from 
ideal microstrip models and E M simulators. Experimental results of the fabricated 
prototype are also included as an evaluation of the filter performance. 
5.1 PROPOSED TOPOLOGY 
Compact, high performance RF front-end, capable of operating at more than one 
frequency band, plays an important role in a variety of modern wireless systems, 
such as GSM, 3G and WLAN. In the past years, much research effort has been 
devoted worldwide to the design and implementation of multiband filters [25, 22]. 
The major drawbacks of some of these designs are enlarged size, high insertion loss 
and the need of complex optimization procedures. 
Figure 5.1 shows the topology of the proposed tri-band filter. It consists of a serial 
transmission line with two shunt resonator sections. Each section is formed by a 
parallel connection of an open circuit and a short circuited step-impedance resonator. 
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Figure 5.1 Schematic of the proposed tri-band filter 
These topology features tri-band design in low-order configuration of only two 
resonator sections. Simplicity and compact size also leads to a reduction in insertion 
loss. By carefully designing the step-impedance behavior, it offers multiple 
transmission zeros to enhance the stop-band attenuation of the filter. 
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5.2 DESIGN AND ANALYSIS 
The most important element in a filter is its resonators that determine the resonating 
frequencies. In this topology, there are two sections of such resonators. Each section 
consists of a parallel resonating network of a short-circuited and an open-circuited 
stepped impedance resonators with admittance jYsc and jYoc respectively. Using 
transmission line equations, these admittances can be represented as: 




where p and q are: 
p 冬 tan2(杂) (5.3) 
^ A ^Jz 
《 = | l (5.4) 
/ 尸 (5.5) 
And fz is an unknown parameter to be determined; and fi，fi and £3 are the band 
frequencies of the filter. 
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The coupling circuit in Figure 5.1 can be represented by: 
A jB~\ 「 cos 6 jZj sin 6~\ 
= (5.6) 
jC A _ yTy-sin^ cos 6 
Further considering it with the general formulation from (4.11) reproduced here: 
= = (5.7) 
B Zj sin 6 
where 6 = ^  (5.8) 
2/。 
the resonating section can be equated to: 
+ = cot(^) (5.9) 
上J o 
[ p u u 
0 -| 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1—— 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Frequency (GHz) 
Figure 5.2 Frequency behavior of |JZo| for tri-band filter 
structure (J is given by the general formulation stated in (4.2)) 
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Figure 5.3 Normalized admittance of the resonating section and 
the general condition for a filter network 
Equation (5.9) is solved at fi，f2 and fs to give: 
(5.10) 
_ — 乂 ( 5 1 1 ) 
Z'p C*2 - C| 
(5.12) 
where Aj = (5.13) 
U/J 
qd厂i� 
B j = — L (5.14) 
1 + e 
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d, = tan (5.15) 
“ W o ) 
r =cot (5.16) 
“ U / J 
Solving equation (5.12), the value of fz is extracted. The unknown line impedances 
are then obtainable from equations (5.3-4，5.10-11), with the tuning parameters q and 
Zt a control of filter bandwidth. They basically modify the line impedance values 
such that larger impedances give larger bandwidth. These tuning parameters also 
help to choose the region where line impedances are realizable with reasonable filter 
response. 
With an inspection to the ripple in the filter pass-band, and considering the filter with 
a second-order transfer characteristic, the amount of pass-band ripple e may be 
derived as: 




、Zo J V^fo ) 
The tuning parameter Zj is found to be directly related to the pass-band ripple 8. For 
illustration, the variation of e evaluated as a function of f/f。is plotted in Figure 5.4. It 
indicates that, in meeting the pre-specified value of 8, to be smaller than 0.5 dB for 
example, the location of the pass-band frequencies fi，fi and fs, normalized to f。in 
the diagram, should be limited within the allowable operating zones identified by 
arrows. 
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Figure 5.4 Variation of pass-band ripple versus normalized 
frequency 
5.3 DESIGN EXAMPLE 
A tri-band filter operating at 1, 2 and 5.25 GHz is designed and simulated using ideal 
models to verify the correctness of the design equations and searching algorithm. The 
parameters are summarized in Table 5.1: 
• h ——J L . .. h i . i ki V: i L—A,“‘: Jfcr..:. fz . 
1 GHz 2 GHz - 5.25 GHz L68 GHz 4,69 GHz 
• Z a f ~Ze. •• 一 : : . : . l ! ^ ’ : • � : . : � [ L … . . . . 
75.7 0 22.7 Q 18.0 Cl 50 CL 
q 一 -II .jp.Ji .：,：••：.• . j j l •....ii---
1.81 0,302’, 1.5 GHz 
Table 5.1 Design parameters for ideal tri-band filter simulation 
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Figure 5.5 Typical frequency response of proposed tri-band filter 
Figure 5.5 shows the ideal frequency response of the tri-band filter under the 
proposed topology. It inherently introduces transmission zeros at DC, the middle of 
fi and f2, 2fo and 4fo，which is equivalent to the effect of cascading a wideband band-
pass filter with several notches at these zeros. By means of tuning the position of 
these zeros with respect to fA, fo and fz, the stop-band attenuation is enhanced without 
higher order structures. Bandwidth of 250, 220 and 450 M H z are resulted in the three 
bands with reference to a 10 dB return loss. A spurious pass-band, however, exists at 
around 7.5 GHz in this example. 
The tri-band filter, designed at 1, 2 and 5.25 GHz, is prototyped on Duroid with a 
dielectric constant of 3.38 and height of 0.813 mm, as shown in Figure 5.6. The 
circuit parameters follow that from Figure 5.1. 
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Figure 5.6 Photograph of the fabricated tri-band filter 
The scattering parameter of the tri-band filter was measured using Agilent 85IOC 
network analyzer over the frequency range from 0.1 to 8 GHz. Figure 5.7-11 give the 
measured performance of the filter with the centre frequencies at 970 M H z (1-dB 
bandwidth of 300 MHz), 1.97 GHz (bandwidth of 200 MHz), and 5.16 GHz 
(bandwidth of460MHz). 
An out-of-band spurious comes out immediately after 7.5GHz. The effect inter-
depends on the harmonics of more than one pass-band when they coincide at the 
same frequency. To deal with this spurious, it is suggested to modify the coupling 
section so as to either introduce transmission zeros in this frequency or to provide 
more flexibility in designing the higher order harmonics in the filter. However, this 
has not been the focus of this research and is left for the readers to further investigate. 
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Figure 5.7 Simulated and measured input return loss 
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Figure 5.8 Simulated and measured output return loss 
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Figure 5.9 Simulated and measured wide-band response 
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Figure 5.10 Simulated and measured insertion loss (fi and fj) 
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Figure 5.11 Simulated and measured insertion loss (fa) 
An input and output return loss of minimum -11 dB and insertion loss of 0.5 dB was 
achieved at all bands. Stop-band attenuation of better than 35 dB was observed at 
frequencies around 1.5，3.7 and 6.8 GHz. 
Small discrepancies between the measured and simulated results are mainly caused 
by fabrication tolerances. 
5.4 SUMMARY 
In this Chapter, the derivation of a tri-band filter is mathematically analyzed 
considering the open- and short-circuited stepped impedance resonators, and dual-
band admittance inverters for wider pass-bands. The ripple factor, transmission zero 
positions, bandwidth and impedance range are freely tunable with respect to design 
parameters. The drawback is the existence of a spurious pass-band being rather close 




Power Divider Design I 
In this chapter, a novel design of a dual-band power divider is derived by even-odd 
mode analysis, which is followed by an analysis of the divider sensitivity to resistor 
variations with respect to ideal and E M simulations. Prototype of this divider is 
fabricated for measurement and the results are presented in the last section. 
6.1 PROPOSED TOPOLOGY 
Dual-band power dividers are derivations from conventional single-band Wilkinson 
power dividers. The initial idea comes from a direct replacement of a dual-frequency 
transformer[34] to a transmission line. To improve the output return loss and port 
isolation, additional reactive elements, such as inductors and capacitors, have been 
included between the output ports. These inclusions, however, added undesired 
parasitic reactances that are subject to variations in high frequency. Consequently, 
dual-band power dividers continue to evolve based on this dual-frequency 
transformer. To replace the lumped reactive elements, an alternate design proposed a 
half-wavelength open shunt stub. Its major shortfalls are in enlarged size and 
extremely low line impedances. 
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Based on the previous designs, the target is to further miniaturize these dual-band 
power dividers. Here are several of the points considered: 
1) Dual-band could be achieved by adding more parameter variables. 
2) Resistance R is not necessarily kept at lOOQ. 
3) Reactive elements are undesired. Improvement can be done with the latest 
shunt stub design[37]. 
4) Based on point 1)，the two-section transformer requirement can be further 
relaxed. 
5) Since this design focuses on equal ratio splitting, the two branches should be 
symmetrical. 
Port 2 
Z^, 90^@/o Zb，90: @/o 
Port 1 # H IZc. 90。@fo > R 
4 9 0。 @ / o Z 5 ， 9 0 。 @ / o 
Port 3 
Figure 6.1 Topology of proposed dual-band power divider 
In view of the above considerations, Figure 6.1 shows the topology of a novel dual-
band power divider design. It is symmetrical with a quarter-wavelength shunt stub 
connecting to Port 1. The resistance R is a design variable for different designed 
frequencies, and it is linked to the Output Ports through a pair of symmetrical 
quarter-wavelength transmission lines. The Input and Output Ports connection has 
remained identical to the conventional Wilkinson. 
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6.2 DESIGN AND ANALYSIS 
For the sake of analysis, the proposed divider is replaced by their half-circuits using 
the even-odd mode representation, as shown in Figure 6.2-3. 
@/O 
• 1 
r ^ 丄丄 /z i 丄 jY2 <> 
门 门 > z � 
Z/„=2Zo U U 
2Zc，90�@fo Zb，90�®fo 
Figure 6.2 Half-circuit of power divider (even mode) 
Za，90。@/o 
~ 丨 I • 
！=丄I 
2 G > 
Figure 6.3 Half-circuit of power divider (odd mode) 
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Even-mode Analysis 
The even-mode half-circuit is composed of a serial branch-line and two shunt 
elements (Yi and Y2). Mathematically, its ABCD parameters can be derived as: 
-1 Oir COS0 jZ. sin(91 1 Ol 「乂 B~ “ 
" = (6.1) 
jY, XJY^smO cose _ 1_ C D_ 
where 
e = (6.2) 
2/0 
Y,=^YcXdine (6.3) 
Y^  =Y^X3nO (6.4) 
fo = ^ ^ (6.5) 
After some algebraic manipulation, matrix (6.1) can be expanded to give: 
A^cose-Y^Z^sine (6.6) 
A = cose-Y,Z^sme (6.7) 
B = jZ^smO (6.8) 
Subsequently, the input impedance of the circuit may thus be expressed as: 
二 = (6.9) 
CZ�+D o 
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Assuming that the network is reciprocal and lossless (A, D are real; B，C are 
imaginary), equation (6.9) can be rewritten as: 
A = 2D = ±^ yl2 + B2Y: (6.10) 
After combining expression (6.3-4，6-8，10)，the relationship is simplified to: 
^ ^ (6.11) 
c k + tm^O 
Z/YJ" + + (6.12) 
where k = ^  (6.13) 
Odd-mode Analysis 
With reference to Figure 6.3, the output admittance of the half-circuit is equal to: 
Yg + jGtanO 
By equating the real and imaginary parts, expression (6.14) can be reduced to: 
- . ^ = (6.15) 
Yi^ tan0 = tan^ + 7^  cot 0 (6.16) 
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Equation (6.16) can be rearranged as: 
7 2y2 
flAlo_ = k-coi^e (6.17) 
1 + 众 
Finally, expressions (6.12) and (6.17) are combined to give the quadratic equation in 
variable k: 
yPtan"没一众一 2 = 0 (6.18) 
众= l + Vl + 8tan2。 (6 19) 
2 cot'没 
With the definition stated as in (6.2)，and taking an inspection into the derivations so 
far, the circuit has the same solution evaluated at the center frequencies of both the 
upper and lower operating bands (i.e. ii and fi). By summarizing the relationship 
between these two center frequencies, it is found that: 
tan^ ,^ = (6.20) 
1 2 / / 
= (6.21) 
2 / / 
where e = ^ A Z A z l (6.22) 
2/2//+I 
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As a result, the corresponding design parameters can be evaluated by the following 
formulas: 
, i+ v r + 8 c o ? 7 ,。，、 
k = r (6.23) 
2coVe 
Z^ = zJ{l + kXk-tan's) (6.24) 
i? = 2Z„(l + r') (6.25) 
Z, = (6.26) 
k 
Z -
c k + tan' £ (6.27) 
6.3 DESIGN EXAMPLE 
To verify the correctness of the analysis, the proposed dual-band power divider is 
first simulated in ADS [35] with ideal resistors and transmission line models. 
In normal conditions, resistances are subject to process variations and are limited to 
certain percentage of guaranteed accuracy. To certain designs, such variations will 
impose significant degradation to the circuit response. In other cases, the designed 
resistances are simply not available from the manufacturers. Therefore, before 
progressing any further, it would be interesting to observe the sensitivity of the 
resistor to the overall performance, in the ideal case. 
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The ideal simulation is carried out with the following parameters for dual-band 
operation at IGHz and 2GHz: 
——_ . _ ‘ I e .. k 
50 1.5 GHz 0.52 1 
za ir R ..... n ZB ….. Zc 
57.7CI 200 n (+/-20 )Q 57.7Q 43.3 Q 
Table 6.1 Design parameters with fi = IGHZ, fz = 2GHz 
The simulation results are illustrated in Figures 6.4-7. 
For R = 200 Cl, the results are satisfactory with a bandwidth of 40 MHz. The analysis 
and calculations have been verified successfully. 
By a 10% variation to the resistance, the input return loss and insertion loss have 
remained in good shape as predicted. The output return loss and port isolation have 
merely degraded but still lies within tolerance. This suggests that the proposed design 
is rather insensitive to resistor variation, which is a good nature. 
0 1 
-5 - f ^ 
I： - - - \ J \ f : : ： 
一 -1 o \ 
一 u G3 
— ——• 
——R =180 
-25 -Q-. R =200 
士 R =220 
- 3 0 -I U 1 U 1 
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 
Freq. (GHz) 
Figure 6.4 Simulated input return loss (fi = IGHz, fi = 2GHz) 
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-5 ^ ^ ^ 
tm 1 ^^ — - .- ju {A~— — 
h^t——f^ 
-20 J —w 
I I I f — R =180 
-25 - - - - -V- -Q- R =200 
+ R =220 
-30 -I W , W 1 
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 
Freq. (GHz) 
Figure 6.5 Simulated output return loss (fi = IGHz, fi = 2GHz) 
-10 夢 ^^ 
；li II — R =180 
-25- - -B- R =200 
1 I 十 R =220 
-30 -I lU 1 W 1 
0.5 1 ‘ • 1.5 2 2.5 
Freq. (GHz) 
Figure 6.6 Simulated port isolation (fi = IGHz, f! = 2GHz) 
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_2 .. _ -
_3 — T V -
— • V 19 
气_— ... j 
T J ——灭=180 
-7 — 1 a- R =200 
+ 灭 = 2 2 0 
- 8 -I ,——* , « ~ ~ , , 
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 
Freq. (GHz) 
Figure 6.7 Simulated insertion loss (fi = IGHz, fi = 2GHz) 
The bandwidth and extremity of circuit parameters are then examined through more 
simulations with ideal elements (resistors and transmission lines). The results are 
summarized in Tables 6.2-3. The simulation plots are attached in the Appendix 3 
D，gn & GHz /2=2 GHz /2=2.5 GHz 
References 、二土 ^ Hz / ,=1 GHz / i = l GHz 
C . .u-. . , Zi=82.5 n Zi=79.3 Q Zi=75.2n 
Snsathi et.al ^2=60.6 Q Z2=63.1 Q 2^=66.5 Q 
I J R=60n R=90i^ R=100il 
^ Zi=82.5 Q Zi=79.3 Q Zi=75.2 Q. 
J!. Z2=60.6 a Z2=63.1 a Z2=66.5 a 
I J L=3.9 nH L=14 nH L=44 nH 
C=4.3 pF C=0.9 pF C=0.2 pF 
Cheng . / a / ^>=23.0 Q Zi=40.8 Q Zi=56.4 n 
「具f Z2=217.6 n Z2=122.5 Q Z2=88.7 Q 
^ ^ Z3=30.6 n Z3=270.6 ^ 
ZA=39.4 ^^  ZA=57.7 Q ZA=72.9 Q 
^ ‘N . ZB=76.5 n ZB=57.7 ^ ZB=48.9 Q 
Current Design Zc=63.5 Q Zc=43.3 Q Zc=34.3 H 
R=294 a R=200 H R= 167 Q 
Table 6.2 Circuit parameters versus different frequency ratio 
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/ 2 = 2 G H z ISNL, IS23US22I 
/ , = l G H z 
Undefined 
^ IS23I，|S22|>-20 dB 
[36] 160 M H z 
[37] 20 M H z 
Current Design 40 M H z 
Table 6.3 Operating Bandwidth versus different Circuit 
topologies 
A summary of the operating bandwidth is also compared under various frequency 
ratios. The result is tabulated in 
Table 6.4. Detail plots are attached in the Appendix 3. 
/2=1.5 GHz /2=2 GHz /2=2.5 GHz 
/ i = l GHz / i = l GHz / i = l GHz 
|S2i|>-3.5 dB 67 M H z 145 M H z 220 M H z 
|S23|<-20 dB 39 M H z 80 M H z 110 M H z 
IS22I < -20 dB 39 M H z 85 M H z 130 M H z 
|Sii|<-20 dB 20 M H z 40 M H z 60 M H z 
Table 6.4 Operating bandwidth under different performance 
requirements 
The proposed power divider, designed to operate at 1 GHz and 2 GHz, is prototyped 
on a substrate with a dielectric constant of 3.38. The circuit parameters follow those 
presented earlier in Table 6.1.. 
For better accuracy, the ideal resistor was replaced by a more realistic model from 
the factory in ideal schematic simulation. It gives a more accurate estimation of the 
package effect of the resistor, and therefore its real behavior. By now, with the 
inclusion of factory resistor models, junction effects, discontinuities and fringing at 
the open stub, the response of the power divider may have already been twisted 
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moderately from its original design. An Electromagnetic Simulator was employed to 
fine-tune the layout and to thoroughly consider the effect of junction discontinuities 
at the layout level. 
' | " -， . . . ‘ • , � . . . . ' • . . . .r .... ： 二 ‘ ' . ” : ^ ^ " * ^ " . : � . . W , . . . 丨 . ’ � : . ， ， . . . . • • .J • 
, 对 ‘ ） 、 資 . 4 
：丨 
• V . . . '. • ：..••： , . . . ^ . . a - 1 . - . _ - V . - d . • I > 
Figure 6.8 Photograph of the fabricated power divider 
The scattering parameter of the dual-band power divider prototype (Figure 6.8) was 
measured with an HP8510C network analyzer over the frequency range from 0.5 
GHz to 3 GHz. Figures 6.10-14 show the frequency response of the divider in which 
the center frequencies of the lower and upper bands were found to be at 980 MHz 
(simulated with microstrip models), 950 MHz (measured), 1970 MHz (simulated), 
and 1910 MHz (measured) respectively. 
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0 I ？厂 
V Y^ 
r—t r 
c .30 -J 
—EM Simulation 
• Measurement 
-40 H 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0.75 1 1.25 1.5 1.75 2 2.25 
Freq. (GHz) 
Figure 6.9 Simulated and measured input return loss 
— E M Simulation Sn； • Measured Su. 
1 
S'-io -- g-/ g-V I � 1 j 产 
!-2。一 广一-
O-30 y 
- 4 0 -I 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0.75 1 1.25 1.5 1.75 2 2.25 
Freq. (GHz) 
Figure 6.10 Simulated and measured output return loss: 
— E M Simulation (S22，S33)； • Measured S22； • Measured S33. 
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门•口 
进-20 _-- —~V l • B-X—l 
I 1 )r 
~ - 3 0 
—EM Simulation 
• Measurement 
-40 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0.75 1 1.25 1.5 1.75 2 2.25 
Freq. (GHz) 
Figure 6.11 Simulated and measured port isolation 







-7 i 1 1 1 —I 
0.85 0.9 0.95 1 1.05 
Freq. (GHz) 
Figure 6.12 Simulated and measured insertion loss (lower band) 
— E M Simulation (S21, S31); • Measured S21； • Measured S31. 
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-7 H 1 1 1 1 
1.85 1.9 1.95 2 2.05 
Freq. (GHz) 
Figure 6.13 Simulated and measured insertion loss (upper band) 
一 EM Simulation (S21, S31)； • Measured S21； _ Measured S31. 
Small discrepancy was observed between simulated and measured results being 
mainly limited by the etching process in fabrication. The input and output return loss 
of better than 24 dB was found at the two center frequencies. Port isolation of over 
28 dB and insertion loss of less than 3.3 dB (including connector loss) was also 
observed. According to the measured results, the divider was found to exhibit an 
operating bandwidth of over 60 MHz, with an assumed pass-band ripple of 0.5 dB 
and a minimum return loss/ port isolation of 15 dB. 
•1 • 
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6.4 SUMMARY 
A dual-band power divider is analyzed, designed and measured in this chapter. It has 
adopted a distributed structure, except for the port isolation resistor, an increased 
layout flexibility, as compared to conventional Wilkinson power dividers, and has 
presented transmission zeros for unwanted signal suppression. The design has also 
shown exact solutions for ideal power divider characteristics for dual-band 
applications. The observed bandwidth has been doubled when compared to previous 
distributed designs, although it is still narrower than the lumped design by a factor of 
3. This divider topology supports designs with a first and second frequency ratio 
from 1.3 to 3, based on a standard microstrip implementation (20 to 100^ ^ line 
impedance), as illustrated in Figure 6.14. 
100 J J 500 
I 60 ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 300 I 
• 40 ——^ 200 i 
20 J , , 1 — I - 100 
1 1.5 2 2.5 3 
f2/fl 
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7.1 PROPOSED TOPOLOGY 
Dual-band power divider designs, as mentioned earlier, are mainly based on a dual-
band two-section transmission line topology. Its circuit response is improved with 
the addition of lumped elements, or by applying a distributed shunt stub. In the last 
chapter, the design has been further miniaturized and made more flexible on the 
layout design. 
Herein another dual-band power divider is proposed which is modified from a multi-
section design from Cohn, as shown in Figure 7.1. 
It consists of two cascaded sections of branch-lines (ZA and ZB) and two resistors (RI 
and R2). Physically, it has saved one shunt stub from the latest design, and it has 
merely added one more resistor across the two lines as compared to the two-section 
design. However, the circuit response has improved by a lot. 
When compared to Cohn's [13], this design allows the divider to be implemented 
over a wider range of frequency ratios (1 < fi/fi < 3) with impedance ratio only 
ranging from 60 to 85^ 2. •  
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ZA,90O @/O ZB. 90° @ / o 
Zsl 1 •)Port2 
Portl 卜 / 。 二 ^ ^ > R 2 : 
EZZZZh^-CZZZZl——]——• Port 3 
Z a , 9 0。 @ / o Z b , 9 0 Q @ / o 
Figure 7.1 Proposed power divider topology 
7.2 DESIGN AND ANALYSIS 
The topology of the proposed power divider can be dissected into two half-circuits 
given by the even-odd mode, as shown in Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3. 
Port 2 
Port 1 ^ ^ ^ I Zb 
\ m @fo 1 A 
V W - ^ ^ ^ Z a > (〜）2Vo 
Ri/21 R2/21 Y 
o o o 
^ O.C. 〇.C. 〇.C. --
Figure 7.2 Half-circuit for even-mode dissection of divider 
Port 2 
Port1 I Zb _ ^ a a 
丨 R2/2 丨 甲 2V。 
— — 一 . 一 — • 
Figure 7.3 Half-circuit for odd-mode dissection of divider 
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With reference to Figure 7.2 (even-mode), the impedance observed outward from 
Port 1 is set to equal: 
丨=2Z_^’ (7.1) 
Whereas that observed outward from port 2 of Figure 7.3 (odd-mode) is made 
equivalent to: 
… = ( 7 . 2 ) 
Four sets of equations are thus derived: 
Z^ (Zg 一 tan^ = IZ^Zs(Z力一Z" tan' O) (7.3) 
2Zs tan 0{Zs + 1)Z乙=Z^Z^ tan + Z^) (7.4) 
2 + Z , t a n 2广 Z, 二 i (7 5) 
tan' 9 Z, 
= (7.6) 
^A + ^B ^L 
By solving equations 7.3-6 simultaneously, the design equations can be obtained 
neatly as follows. 
。工/2//1-I (7.7) 
2/2//,+1 
,(«-l)tan' £ +如-ly tan' s + An 
k = (/.oj 
In 
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Z 〃指Z。 (7.9) 
(7.10) 
‘ l + l-k ^ ) 
2Z 
R^ = —— o (7.12) 
1 - p ^ 
i{n-\)k 
where n = 2 ^ (7.13) 
And Zs is the source impedance; and Zl the load impedance. 
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7.3 DESIGN EXAMPLE 
To verify the correctness of the analysis, the proposed dual-band power divider is 
first simulated in ADS [35] with ideal resistors and transmission line models. 
The ideal simulation is carried out with the following parameters for dual-band 
operation at IGHz and 2.5GHz. 
Zo n s k 
50 n …2 0.67 0.88 
ZA Ri R2 
75.2Q. 66.5a 146.4 a 156.9 n 
Table 7.1 Design parameters with fi = IGHz, f: = 2.5GHz 
The simulation result is illustrated in Figure 7.4. 
-10 ^  -J -1 
Q： -45 - 。ioO Oo^ o 
or 
oir i|0 _  
-50 -I ^ 1 1 ^ -5 
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 
Freq. (GHz) 
Figure 7.4 Ideal simulated frequency response of the divider 
To increase the accuracy in simulation, the ideal resistors have been replaced by 
more realistic models from factories, while simulating in the schematic level. The 
response deviation from these models, together with the junction effects, 
discontinuities and fringing effects are all simulated and fine-tuned with an 
Electromagnetic Simulator. 
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The sensitivity of the power divider to resistor values is also simulated. The 
scattering parameter of the proposed dual-band power divider shows acceptable 
performance with resistor values rounded off to the closest manufacturer value. 
Details can be found in Appendix 4. 
This circuit topology for dual-band power divider demonstrates outstanding 
performance with a simple design. Despite the addition of one more section of 
resistor, the circuit remains rather insensitive to resistor variation. A rounded branch-
line layout is preferred to minimize effects from the junction and coupling between 
branches. 
The proposed power divider, designed to operate at 1 GHz and 2 GHz, is prototyped 
on a substrate with a dielectric constant of 3.38. The circuit parameters follow those 
presented earlier in Table?. 1. The values for both resistors were rounded off to 
discrete resistors of 150 each. 
Figure 7.5 Photograph of the fabricated power divider 
For better accuracy, the layout was fine-tuned with an E M (Electromagnetic) 
Simulator to overcome the effects of junction and discontinuity. Its scattering 
parameters were measured with a HP8510C network analyzer from 0.5 to 3 GHz as 
plotted in 
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Figure 7.6. 
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Figure 7.6 Measured frequency response of the prototyped 
divider 
The measurement shows a return loss and a port isolation of better than -30 dB and 
an insertion loss of less than 3.3 dB at both center frequencies of 950 M H z and 2400 
M H z respectively. An operating bandwidth of over 300 M H z was achieved based 
upon a minimum return loss and port isolation requirement of -20 dB. Close 
agreement between measured and designed results are obtained. 
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7.4 SUMMARY 
With a compact distributed design, a dual-band power divider provided enhanced 
performance in bandwidth; return loss and port isolation, and is mathematically 
derived with even-odd mode analysis on a similar topology by Cohn. Ideal power 
divider characteristics have been achieved. The frequency ratio of this topology, 
between the first and the second frequency, has exceeded that derived by Cohn, and 
has extended it to almost 3 (Figure 7.7). Furthermore, simulations from the 
calculated designs match well with measurement results. 
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The rapid development of wireless communication in the past decade has brought many 
new standards to emerge with different frequency bands of operation and specifications. 
The need for multiband multi-functional electronic devices, thereafter, that integrates 
several standards under the same operation of a single device, and for the sake of 
miniaturization, transceiver designs are continuously seeking new rules to shrink in size. 
A simple integration of several bands of operation would be done by linking independent 
sub-systems (modules) together. To further reduce size and cost, a better way would be to 
develop multiband circuits, so as to replace multiple single-band architecture by 
multiband designs. The challenge is to maintain the same level of performance while 
integrating these devices into multiband operation. 
To ensure the feasibility of a multiband movement under the above mentioned concept, 
many designs, including antennas, filters, power dividers, couplers, and amplifiers, have 
been designed, implemented, evolved, and continuously polished. In this research, a 
similar step has been adopted and further advanced. Dual- and tri-band filters, as well as 
power dividers, have been proposed and rigorously analyzed for engineers to follow and 
implement. 
This work has been focused on the engineering of filters and power dividers. With an 
overview of some of the conventional designs, a novel dual-band filter has been studied 
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with an objective to suppress the undesirable harmonic bands. The design offers 
compactness with low insertion loss, is easy to implement, and provides a wide stop-band 
bandwidth. 
Chapter 5 summarized the investigation of tri-band filters, which have not been yet 
popular among publications. Some of its features include simple structure which symbols 
low insertion loss, low impedance ratio which enhances the freedom for bandwidth 
tuning and ease of fabrication in standard microstrip lines, and it also has a simple 
searching algorithm for optimum design. 
Last but not least, two new designs have continued the evolution to dual-band power 
dividers since the direct replacement of a two-section branch-line in ordinary Wilkinson 
power dividers. The first illustration exhibits ideal divider characteristic with closed-form 
solutions, transmission zeros for arbitrary unwanted signal suppression, low loss, and 
flexible layout. The second design is modified from a multi-section single-band divider. 
It inherited the original wide bandwidth characteristic, and also enhances the ratio of 
allowable operating frequency. Both designs avoided the use of discrete reactive elements 
with a good demonstration of simulation and measurement results. 
Further enhancements in multiband microwave circuits are likely to occur in the near 
future, with the expectation of multi-purpose wireless communication systems and 




Not much work has been done before this to suppress spurious harmonics in dual-band 
filters. By making use of a low-order structure, the upper stop-band has been suppressed 
from 2.5 up to almost 8 GHz with an attenuation of at least 20 dB. As a matter for 
improvement，the coupling section has a strong effect to the amount of harmonic 
suppression. A future work could be to start a modification from here to extend the range 
and the level of suppression. 
Tri-band filters have not been common in publications. This is one of the few designs 
which demonstrated tri-band characteristics. The problem is the spurious band comes 
rather close to the third operating pass-band. Furthermore, the bandwidths of the three 
bands have a low flexibility in individual control. While the tuning could well-adjust the 
bandwidth, all bands move under more or less the same ratio. These are one of the few 
areas where more work could be done. 
Dual-band power dividers, on the other hand, demonstrated ideal characteristics with 
compact size and low loss. The bandwidth requirement has been radiant especially with 
design two. However, they are limited to equal power splitting and combining. Further 
work could be extended to unequal power ratios in dual-band dividers. No literature has 
been published yet on such designs and may pose stringent challenge to investigators. 
Unequal power dividers in single-band begin to trouble when the split ratio goes up to 4:1. 
The line impedance grows too big for comfortable implementation with micro-strip lines. 
Preceding literatures suggest defected ground structures, offset double-sided parallel 
strip-lines, grooved structures, rectangular rings, and branch-line structures. 
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Appendix 3 
ABCD Parameters of 
Some Useful Two-port Circuits 
Circuit ABCD Parameters 
o z o 
A = 1 C = 0 
B=Z D = 1 
o- o 
o _ _ _ _ _ _ O 
p A = 1 B = 0 
n C = Y D = I 
O 1 o 
O o 
丨 A = cospl B=jZosin(31 
Z°’P C=jY。sinpl D = cospi 
O O 
^ I 丫2 I p - o ^ = B = 
rh r^ 
Y3 y Y y 
U • C = K + K + — D = l + ^ 
L H o n 
r^ Z3 23 
n c 二 丄 
o 1 o Z 3 
Table A l . l ABCD Parameters of Some Useful Two-port Circuits 
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Appendix 2 
Program for Tri-band Filter 
Optimization 
The following code extracts the value of fz，by solving equation (5.9): 
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % 
% % 
% parameter calculation for triband filter by determining the value of fz % 






%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% % % 
% define the operating pass-bands % 
% % 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
f=[l 2 5.25]; 
fo=1.68; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% % % 





Program for Tri-band Filter Optimization 
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % 
o/o % 
% mathematical sweep for the range of ideal fz % 
o/o o/o 
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % 
fz=1.5:0.01:7; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
o/o o / o 
o/o consider the middle branch-line impedance equal to the port impedance for % 






























Program for Tri-band Filter Optimization 
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % 0 / o O / o O / o O / o O / , 
% % 
% plot to manually identify the region of fz values that fall into the prescribed % 









hold on, plot(y，丨r丨） 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% % % 
% after obtaining a satisfactory value for fz, substitute it into fz—ans % 
% % 
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % 
fz_ans=4.69; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% % % 
% putting fz_ans into a, b，c, d to recomputed the values of Aj，Cj and dj % 











% sweep for a range of kpi (or identically the variable q in the derivation in the text 
% on chapter 5), and end up with a kpi value that satisfies the range of realizable % 
o/o impedance % 
o/o o/o 
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % 
kpi=1.7; 
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Program for Tri-band Filter Optimization 
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % 
% % 








%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% % % 
% compute also the value of k (or.identical to the variable p in the derivation in the 








% evaluate all impedance values for tri-band filter design % 
% % 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
for n=l :length(fz_ans) 
for m=l:length(kpi) 
Z2(n，m)=(a(l，n)*b(2，m)-a(2，n)*b(l，m))/(b(l,m)*c(2)-b(2，m)*c(l))*(l+k(n))*ZT; 





With the solved f^, the impedance value of each transmission line is calculated. These 




Comparison of Dual-band Power 
Dividers 
In this appendix, the frequency response of the two proposed power divider is 
compared to its conventional designs, including the two-section topology, the lumped 
element-based topology, and the shunt stub. Table A3.1 listed the circuit parameters 
for the ideal simulation in ADS. Each topology has been ideally simulated at three 
frequency ratios: 1.5，2, and 2.5 and compared. The following comparison is 
completed with reference to a 1 and 2 GHz example. 
The two-section topology demonstrated ideal behavior in its input return loss but has 
failed to keep the output return loss and port isolation below 20 dB attenuation. 
The lumped element-based topology shows excellent ideal frequency response at the 
expense of including undesirable reactive elements. The bandwidth is larger than 160 
MHz. This has been limited by a poorer response in output return loss and isolation. 
The shunt stub topology shows ideal frequency response and does not need reactive 
elements. Characteristically it has a narrow bandwidth of only 20 MHz. 
1 2 9 
Comparison of Dual-band Power Dividers 
Divider design I has a flexible layout and extended the bandwidth to 40 MHz. Ideal 
frequency response is demonstrated. 
Divider design II has a compact design and the largest bandwidth of all. Bandwidth 
exceeds 400 MHz. The input return loss is comparable to the lumped element design 
but it has a wider band output return loss and port isolation. 
Design & /2=1.5 G H z f i = l GHz /2=2.5 GHz 
References /i=l GHz f\=\ GHz /i=l GHz 
ZI=82.5 N ZI=79.3 Q ZI=75.2 Q. 
Two-section _ 
Z2=60.6 a Z2=63.1 O. Z2=66.5 Q 
[33] 
L 」 R=60n R=90n R=100n 
ZI=82.5 Q ZI=79.3 Q. ZI=75.2 Q 
Lumped Z2=60.6 Q Z2=63.1 Q. Z2=66.5 Q. 
emen L=3.9 nH L=14 nH L=44 nH 
[36] 
L 」 C=4.3 pF C=Q.9 pF 00.2 pF 
ZI=23.0 Q ZI=40.8 Q. ZI=56.4 H 
Shunt Stub 
Z2=217.6 Q Z2=122.5 Q Z2=88.7 H 
[37] 
Z3=3.0n Z3=30.6 Q Z3=270.6 Q 
ZA=39.4 Q ZA=57.7 D ZA=72.9 ^ 
Proposed 
P ZB=76.5 N ZB=57.7 H ZB=48.9 Q 
Design I 
Zc=63.5 Q Zc=43.3 Q Zc=34.3 Q 
[38] R=294 n R=200 ^ ^ 
ZA=82.54 Q ZA=79.29 Q ZA=75.2 Q 
Proposed ZB=60.58 N ZB=63 .06N ZB=66.5 Q 
Design II Ri=95.80 Q Ri=109.80n Ri=146.4 H 
R2=251.26 n R2=2Q2.96 Q R2=156.9n 
Table A3.1 Circuit parameters versus different frequency ratio 
(reproduced from Table 6.2 and extended for design II) 
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Comparison of Dual-band Power Dividers 
Two-section (1 and 1.5 GHz): 
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Figure A3.1 Return loss and port isolation (1 and 1.5 GHz, 
two-section) 
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Figure A3.2 Insertion loss (1 and 1.5 GHz, two-section) 
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Comparison of Dual-band Power Dividers 
Two-section (1 and 2 GHz): 
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Figure A3.4 Insertion loss (1 and 2 GHz, two-section) 
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Figure A3.5 Return loss and port isolation (1 and 2.5 GHz, 
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Figure A3.2 Insertion loss (1 and 1.5 GHz, two-section) 
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Comparison of Dual-band Power Dividers 
Lumped Element (1 and 1.5 GHz): 
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Figure A3.7 Return loss and port isolation (1 and 1.5 GHz, lumped) 
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Figure A3.26 Insertion loss (1 and 1.5 GHz, proposed design II) 
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Comparison of Dual-band Power Dividers 
Lumped Element (1 and 2 GHz): 
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Figure A3.10 Insertion loss (1 and 2 GHz, lumped) 
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Figure A3.11 Return loss and port isolation (1 and 2.5 GHz, 
lumped) 
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Figure A3.12 Insertion loss (1 and 2.5 GHz, lumped) 
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Comparison of Dual-band Power Dividers 
Two-section (1 and 1.5 GHz): 
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Figure A3.13 Return loss and port isolation (1 and 1.5 GHz, stub) 
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Figure A3.2 Insertion loss (1 and 1.5 GHz, two-section) 
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Comparison of Dual-band Power Dividers 
Shunt Stub (1 and 2 GHz): 
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Figure A3.16 Insertion loss (1 and 2 GHz, stub) 
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Comparison of Dual-band Power Dividers 
Two-section (1 and 1.5 GHz): 
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Figure A3.17 Return loss and port isolation (1 and 2.5 GHz, stub) 
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Figure A3.2 Insertion loss (1 and 1.5 GHz, two-section) 
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Comparison of Dual-band Power Dividers 
Proposed Design I (1 and 1.5 GHz): 
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Figure A3.19 Return loss and port isolation (1 and 1.5 GHz, 
proposed design I) 
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Figure A3.30 Insertion loss (1 and 2.5 GHz, proposed design II) 
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Comparison of Dual-band Power Dividers 
Proposed Design I (1 and 1.5 GHz): 
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Figure A3.21 Return loss and port isolation (1 and 2 GHz, proposed 
design I) 
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Figure A3.30 Insertion loss (1 and 2.5 GHz, proposed design II) 
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Comparison of Dual-band Power Dividers 
Proposed Design I (1 and 1.5 GHz): 
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Figure A3.23 Return loss and port isolation (1 and 2.5 GHz, 
proposed design I) 
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Figure A3.30 Insertion loss (1 and 2.5 GHz, proposed design II) 
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Comparison of Dual-band Power Dividers 
Proposed Design II (1 and 1.5 GHz) 
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Figure A3.25 Return loss and port isolation (1 and 1.5 GHz, 
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Figure A3.26 Insertion loss (1 and 1.5 GHz, proposed design II) 
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Comparison of Dual-band Power Dividers 
Proposed Design I (1 and 1.5 GHz): 
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Figure A3.30 Insertion loss (1 and 2.5 GHz, proposed design II) 
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Proposed Design I (1 and 1.5 GHz): 
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Figure A3.29 Return loss and port isolation (1 and 2.5 GHz, 
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Figure A3.30 Insertion loss (1 and 2.5 GHz, proposed design II) 
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Appendix 4 
Sensitivity to Resistor Variation 
(Power Divider II) 
In this Appendix, the resistor sensitivity of the power divider proposed in Chapter 7 is 
examined using ideal transmission line models and ideal resistors. Table A4.1 below 
shows the basic parameters for a design operating at 1 and 2,5 GHz. 
i;» •"••] r-1 T 
.fi 「 I 、 丨 丨 . g . k 
1 GHz 2 GHz 0.67 0.88 
2 75.22 Q- 66.470 
Table A4.1 Parameters for the ideal simulation of a dual-band 
power divider 
The resistor values are varied according to the closest available resistor from 
manufacturers and their values are tabulated in Table A4.2. These values are taken for 
the ideal simulations as an observation of the sensitivity. 
Simulation pp imula t ion 2 Simulation 3 
Galculated.«i J ^ Approximated to ； Approximated to 
.二 • ,1:. V^aluesK^ ^^  ,, ：JL .. ： ： 160Q ：： 
Ri 146.4 Q .. 150 0 160 0 
E m Z D E H S i l l i ^ M U : 丨 : : ‘ . . . 蘭 ^^  
Table A4.2 Investigation of resistor sensitivity to the power divider 
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Sensitivity to Resistor Variation (Power Divider II) 
0 1——— 
Input Return Loss 
Output Return Loss 
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、  ••…•、、-、 1 / 
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- 4 0 -I , , M - ^ i 
0 . 5 1 1 . 5 2 2 . 5 3 
Frequency (GHz) 
Figure A4.1 Frequency response of Simulation 1 
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Figure A4.2 Insertion loss of Simulation 1 
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Sensitivity to Resistor Variation (Power Divider II) 
0 1 
Input Return Loss 
Output Return Loss 
一 _1Q _ Port Isolation 
- 4 0 J . \ > l : I v h ^ 
0 . 5 1 1 . 5 2 2 . 5 3 
Frequency (GHz) 
Figure A4.3 Frequency response of Simulation 2 (15011) 
- 3 一 ^ — ^ 
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Figure A4.4 Insertion loss of Simulation 2 (1500) 
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Sensitivity to Resistor Variation (Power Divider II) 
0 1 
Input Return Loss 
Output Return Loss 
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Figure A4.6 Insertion loss of Simulation 3 (160ft) 
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Sensitivity to Resistor Variation (Power Divider II) 
Ideal simulation of the proposed design II shows small deviation in the ideal 
characteristic of the power divider at the dual operating frequencies; however, return 
loss and port isolation remain practically above the 20 dB requirement, and insertion 
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